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THE ORIGIN OF THE PRESENT
SYSTEM OF PARIS ARRONDISSEMENTS
AN INTRIGUING ASSOCIATION
COPY
163. PARIS. [Plan de Paris en 20 Arrondissements]. N.p., N.d.
[Paris, ca. 1860]
$1800.00
Fine copy of a color-printed atlas showing the twenty
arrondissements of Paris as they were created in 1860. This
copy is stamped on the cover in large gilt le�ers “Mr. Possoz”
along with the coat of arms of the city of Paris. This was JeanFrédéric Possoz (1797-1875). In 1834 he was elected mayor of
Passy, (then a village on the western edge of Paris), a position
he held until 1848 and again from 1852 to 1860, when the town
of Passy constituted one of the new districts of Paris (the 13th).
The new arrondissements were created by Baron Haussmann
in 1860 and assigned numbers by him. Previous to this time
there were 12 arrondissements. The Haussmann system called
for twenty arrondissements in which the people of Passy
initially found themselves in the 13th. In the custom of the time
being married in the town hall of the 13th arrondissement
implied ‘living in sin’ which was against the bourgeois morals
of the mayor and the good pious folk of Passy. Possoz and the
Passy townspeople, not wanting to be associated with this
indignity, protested to Haussmann. He agreed to change the
numbering if it were consistent. Possoz proposed a spiral
system of numbering (in place of a west to east and north to
south system) starting in the center of Paris, which would put
the imperial buildings in the first district. This pleased

Haussmann and he accepted it. Passy thus escaped the number 13
and found itself the 16th arrondissement. As a sign of reward a
square in the 16th was named in honour of the victorious mayor.
Folio (15 x 10 ½"), orig. green pebble-grain cloth, dark green roan spine (spine
labelled ‘Arrondis / ments / de / Paris’). As noted above the name ‘Mr. Possoz’
and the Paris coat of arms impressed in gilt on the cover. The first plate is
double-page and shows the entire city with the 20 arrondissements numbered
and printed in different colors. The remaining plates show all 20
arrondissements (many of them double-page). All printed in colors. Fine copy.
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OCLC LOCATES ONE COPY - GETTY
THIS IS THE SECOND KNOWN COPY
164. PASTORINI, B. A new book of designs for Girandoles and
Glass Frames in the present taste drawn and engraved by...in ten
plates. Price 4s. London: I. Taylor in Holborn near Chancery
Lane, March 25, 1775
$9000.00
First and only edition and the second located copy of a very rare
pa�ern book published by I. Taylor. It consists of an engraved
title plate and nine engraved plates for rectangular and oval
mirrors in the neo-classical or Adam taste of the late 18th
century. It was first published by Elizabeth White in her
Pictorial dictionary of British 18th century furniture designs. The
Printed Sources (1990). Of it she writes: “B. Pastorini, fl. 1775. A
designer about whom nothing is known beyond the existence
of a slim volume published in March 1775 by I. Taylor, entitled
A new book of designs for Girandoles and Glass Frames in the present
taste...Each of the well-executed plates gives two designs for
oval or rectangular frames very close in style to those of the
Brothers Adam. Only one copy of this rare book has been
located so far.” (p. 53). There is one odd thing about White’s
commentary; she states each plate gives two designs when in
fact they clearly each give only one design. OCLC locates one
copy, Ge�y. Laid into our copy is a Xerox of an article from the
Journal of the Furniture History Society (1993) by Christopher
Gilbert; it he states :”Recently a unique copy of B. Pastorini’s A
new book of designs for Girandoles and Glass Frames...was acquired
by John Bedford.” That is the copy on offer here and also the
copy referred to by White; it bears the bookplate of John Evan

Bedford. I acquired it from a well known contemporary
collector.
4to (11 ¾ x 9 ½"), modern red Morocco spine and corners, marbled paper
sides. Engr. t.p. (counted as plate 1) and 9 engr. plates of designs (numbered
II-X). Each plate has been bound in on stubs.
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THEATRE ARCHITECTURE
165. PATTE, [PIERRE]. Essai sur l’architecture theatrale, ou de
l’ordonnance la plus avantageuse a une Salle des Spectacles,
relativement aux principes de l’Optique & de l’Acoustique. Paris:
Moutard, 1782
$1100.00
First edition. Pa�e (1723-1814) was an architectural writer of
some importance; a good account is given in the Macmillan
Encyclopedia of Architects. He had developed a tactic of
compiling a series of similar projects and buildings and then
analyzing them; that was used in several books including the
present one where he illustrates on a comparative basis the

plans of the theatres in Vicenza, Parma, Naples, Turin, Milan,
Argentine, Bologne, Bordeaux, Manheim, Berlin and Paris. The
present work is referred to and illustrations from it are used in
Mullin, The development of the playhouse (1970). BAL, Early
printed books, 2463 with an interesting note stating that
Saunders, in his Treatise on theatres (1790) borrowed some of
Pa�e’s material. Fowler 243. Berlin Catalogue 2795. Ciocognara
771.
8vo, recent paper sides, calf spine with raised bands, dark red le�ering piece.
(iv)+212 pp. with 3 folding engr. plates. Le�erpress with sca�ered foxing;
plates are clean. Good copy.
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A FINE COLOR CARD WITH 54 MOUNTED PAINT CHIPS
166. PATTON PAINT CO. Sole makers of Pa�on’ Sun Proof
Paints. Milwaukee, Wisc.; Newark, N. J., N.d. [1907]
$275.00
The Pa�on Paint Co. was founded in Milwaukee in 1900 by
James Edward Pa�on (1832-1904); after his death his son
Ludington took it over. The company merged with Pi�sburgh
Plate Glass Co. in 1920. Pa�on house paints were widely used;
Roger Moss in his Century of Color devoted 8 full page color
plates to houses which used these paints. The present color

card is unusually extensive; it contains 54 paint chips, all in
perfect condition. For each body color, recommendations are
given for trim colors. It is accompanied by two small Pa�on
pamphlets: “Some Points on Paint” and “20th century
Progress.” Of the paint chip folder OCLC locates just one copy:
Ge�y.
Three pieces. Folder: 18 ¾ x 8 ¼"; folded down to 8 ¼ x 3 ½ with two title
pages and text on the reverse of all 6 ‘pages’ of chips. The two small
pamphlets are each 3 ½ x 6"; each 12 pp. All in fine condition.
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167. PAUL, C. E. Heavy timber mill construction buildings.
Prepared by Engineering Bureau, National Lumber Manufacturers
Association, Chicago. Third edition. Southern Pine Assn.: January,
1918
$150.00
Originally published 1916. An interesting publication,
especially today when more and more housing complexes are
being built of wood. Of this edition OCLC locates 5 copies.
8vo, orig. printed wrappers. 68+(iv) pp with 19 illus, a few of which are fullpage halftones. Fine copy.
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BY A ‘BRICKLAYER’S LABOURER’
168. [PEACOCK, JAMES]. Oikidia, or, nutshells: being
ichnographic distributions for small villas...with occasional remarks
by Jose MacPacke, a bricklayer’s labourer. London: the author,
1785
$1000.00
First edition, a fine untrimmed copy of Peacock’s “most
important book” (Colvin, p. 628). It contains 23 engraved plans
for small villas, together with some satirical directions for
prospective builders, which are quoted at length in Jenkins,
Architect and patron, pp. 143-44. Indeed, due to his discursive
and satirical style, Eileen Harris wonders how seriously to take
some of his comments. The material on se�ling accounts with
tradesmen, though wri�en with heavy irony, is important for
the light it sheds on economic practices of the time. Harris,
BABW, 694. Berlin Catalogue 2295. Archer 255.1 with long note.
Schimmelman, entry 102 notes that there were three
copies in America before 1799: a Hartford CT bookseller’s
catalogue, the Library Co. of Philadelphia and the Baltimore
Library Company.
8vo, recent marbled sides, polished calf spine and corners, spine with raised
bands, two le�ering pieces and gilt stamps. (iv)+89 pp. with 25+2 engr.
plates.
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“A GIFT BY THE KING TO THE
COMMON SOLDIER” - Millard
169. PERAU, ABBE. Description historique de l’Hotel Roayle des
Invalides...avec les plans, coupes, élevations geometrales de cet edifice,
& les peinturs & sculptures d l’eglise, dessinés & gravées par le Sieur
Cochin. Paris: Guillaume Desprez, 1756
$3950.00
First edition, a fine copy. The history of this splendid folio is
complex but has been sorted out by Hugh Pagan: [It] “provides
a history and description of the Invalides in Paris, based on a
similar book by Jean Joseph Granet published in 1736, and
reusing from Granet’s book an extensive series of engravings
by Claude-Nicholas Cochin which provide a detailed record of
the paintings and other decorative features in the Invalides
splendid domed church. The text of Granet’s book had been
less satisfactory, and the Abbé Perau, the author of the present
book, explains in his introduction, that his new text is based on
accurate information provided by the Invalides current
administrative officials, including the architect Francois
Franque, currently the Invalides architectural inspector. The
numerous accompanying engravings of the building’s
elevations and ground plan are chiefly those prepared for the
book of 1736, from drawings by the architect Jean-Michel
Chevrotet (1698-1772), but added plates provide elevations and
ground plans of new courtyards and service buildings
constructed in the late 1740s.” [Pagan: 42:83].
Millard 132 gives an interesting note stating that “Perau
emphasizes that the hospital is “a gift by the king to the
common soldier” and the importance of the soldier to the well-

being of the nation. The publication appears to be part of the
initiation of a campaign to emphasize the good works of the
king for his people.” Berlin Cat. 2513. Cicognara 4062. Not in
BAL, Early Printed Books.
Folio (17 ½ x 12"), orig. full mo�led calf, highly gilt spine with large fleur de
lis ornaments in the panels and at each of the four corners of the upper and
lower covers; (slight cracking at the upper joints). (iv)+xii+104 pp with engr
frontis. & 108 engr. plates (frontis is counted as plate 1). Many plates doublep. on stubs. T.p. in red and black. A very handsome volume.
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VERY CLEAN UNTRIMMED LARGE
PAPER COPY
170. PERCIER, C. & P. F. L. FONTAINE. Recueil de décorations
intérieures comprenant tout ce qui a rapport a l’ameublement. Paris:
chez les auteurs, 1812
$1800.00
Fine large untrimmed copy of the second and best edition; the
first edition appeared in 1801 without text. “The Recueil...not
only used the term ‘interior decoration’ for the first time but
showed that [Percier & Fontaine] had already created an
Empire style which needed only the addition of a few motifs giant Ns in laurel wreaths, eagles and bees - to make it fully
Napoleonic. It includes designs for canopied beds, throne-like
armchairs flanked by winged lions and such preposterous
fantasies as a huge jardiniere cum goldfish-bowl and bird-cage,
supported by sphinxes with flower-pots on their heads and
crowned by a statue of Hebe. Their furniture is always of
simple form lavishly decorated with Antique motifs.” Fleming & Honour, Dict of the decorative arts, p. 300. This work
is especially important to the student of the Empire style in
America, especially for its designs of individual furniture forms
and their relation to the actual pieces made by Lannuier, Joseph
Brauwers, John Greuz and Querville. Fowler 244. Berlin
Catalogue 4056. Cicognara 605. Not in Viaux, Bib du meuble.
This is a very clean untrimmed copy. It is 18 ½" tall (1 ¼"
taller than the Millard copy) and is perhaps on large paper. See
Millard French 134 (this same edition). RIBA, Early Printed
Books, 2491 has only the later edition of 1827.

Folio, recent boards, tan calf spine and corners; untrimmed. (ii)+43 pp with
72 engr. plates. Not a particularly distinguished binding, but serviceable
and otherwise a very appealing copy.
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WITH ARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHS BY GUTENKUNST
A FINE BRIGHT COPY
171. PHILADELPHIA. Dedication Memorial of the New
Masonic Temple, Philadelphia, September 26, 1873. Philadelphia:
Claxton, Remsen & Heffelfinger, 1875
$950.00
A fine bright copy of the deluxe edition, illustrated with 13
mounted albumen photographs by Frederick Gutenkunst
(1831-1917). The splendid building was designed by architect
James H. Windrim in 1868-73; a good account of it is given in
Penn’s Great Town by George Tatum (1961), no. 112. The
photographs document both the interior and exterior of the
building. Notes on Gutenkunst can be found in Taft,
Photography and the American Scene as well as Welling,
Photography in America. Van Haaften, Bull NY Pub Lib (Spring
1977), no. 308. Gutenkunst also made important Civil War
photographs; “By the first week of August [1864], Gutenkunst
had published a set of seven prints made with his ten by twelve
inch camera; all proceeds from the sale of this ten-dollar
portfolio were allocated to benefit sick and wounded soldiers.”
- Sandweiss (ed), Photography in 19th Century America, p. 142.
This is copy no 865 of 1000 of the Dedication Memorial.
Of the 13 mounted photographs, ten are of the building.
Two are exterior views - one overall, another of the main
entrance. Eight are interior views, as follows: library; oriental
hall; Corinthian or Grand Lodge Hall; Renaissance or Grand
Chapter Hall; Norman Hall; Ionic Hall; Egyptian Hall; and

Banquet Hall. The photos are clear and sharp with absolutely
no fading.
Lg. 8vo, orig. blue cloth, spine highly gilt, top edge gilt. 236 pp with 22 illus
of which 13 are mounted albumen photos on printed mounts. The binding
of the present copy is not signed but I owned another identical copy years
ago which had the ticket of J. B. Lever, Binder, Phila. A superior copy.
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DESIGN ADAPTED TO THE NEW
MACHINE AGE
172. PHILLIPS, GEORGE. Rudiments of curvilinear design.
Illustrated by a series of plates in various styles of ancient and modern
ornament with explanatory text in aid of selections applicable to the
arts and manufactures. London: Shaw & Sons, n.d. [1839]
$1300.00

Lg. folio, orig. cloth sides, Morocco spine and corners. Partially hand-col
litho frontisp (the rainbow) & 96 pp with 68 wood-engr text illus, many
decorative initials and 47 lithograph plates. Occas old water stains here and
there in the blank margins. Sca�ered light foxing here and there.

First edition. “By the 1830s industrialization had brought in its
wake an ever-increasing demand for decoration. This
intensified the search for new motifs. George Phillips’
Rudiments of curvilinear design anticipates the preoccupations of
later theorists. The range of styles in which he designed was far
wider than one would expect at the end of the 1830s - he even
included one engraving of a decorative composition in the
Japanese style. More significantly, he suggested insects, the
feathers of birds and even sea-urchins as sources of inspiration
for the ornamental designer...Li�le is known about his life
although on the evidence of his [book] he was as accomplished
a designer of ornament as any one of his generation and was
among the earliest authorities to write on theoretical aspects of
ornamental design...His book includes Egyptian, Grecian,
Roman, Byzantine, Gothic, Arabian, Persian, and
‘Hindoostanee’ examples. Eleven plates in all are given over to
Oriental styles and, unexpectedly, especially for the late 1830s,
styles in the Japanese and ‘Japanese ornament in the Chinese
manner’ are illustrated. Phillips’ experiments in eclectic design
are moderated by a kind of Neo-classical restraint, possibly
derived from Sir John Soane.” - S. Durant, Ornament (1986), pp.
25 & 115-6.
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“THE BEGINNINGS OF THE
PICTURESQUE” - E. HARRIS
173. PLAW, JOHN. Rural architecture; or designs, from the
simple co�age to the decorated villa; including some which have been
executed. London: J. & J. Taylor, 1796
$1750.00

Printed Books, 2580 with a very interesting note. Charles
Bulfinch of Boston owned a copy (H. Kirker, The Archit of
Charles Bulfinch, (1969). p. 388.

A large untrimmed copy printed on thick paper. Originally
published 1785. There were further editions in 1790, 1794, 1796,
1800, and 1802. Archer 260.1. Archer calls this the first example
of a genre of British architectural literature often described
informally as the “villa book,” and Eileen Harris
calls this specific book the beginning of the
Picturesque and thus the terminus to her
bibliography. Archer claims this to be the first
British architectural book to include aquatinted
plates. Wiebenson III-D-37: “Unlike an earlier
class of co�age publications which was socially
conscious and concerned with housing reform,
utility and economy of construction, Rural
architecture concentrated almost entirely on the
picturesque character of vernacular architecture
and rustic building materials. Plaw’s book was
the first of a class of house publications in which
the house was illustrated in a picturesque
landscape, the plan was subordinated to the
picturesque effect of elevation, and the newly
developed medium of aquatint was used to give
a picturesque character to his illustrations.”
Colvin, p. 642. Berlin Catalogue 2296 (edition of
1794). Abbey, Life, 47 (edition of 1790). BAL, Early

Small folio, orig. marbled sides, orig. calf spine, dark red le�ering piece. 8 pp
+ and 61 aquatint plates (Pl 51 is the frontisp). All of the elevations are in
bistre aquatint. Laid in is a very well drawn “Sketch for an elevation of a
co�age.” Head of spine chipped, upper joints starting, else a fine copy.
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POPE APPLAUDS BURLINGTON
174. POPE, [ALEXANDER]. Of False Taste, an epistle to the
Right Honourable Richard Earl of Burlington. Occasion’d by his
publishing Palladio’s Designs of the Baths, Arches, Theatres, &c. of
Ancient Rome. Third edition. London: Printed for L. Gulliver,
1731
$600.00
First published, according to Eileen Harris, 13 December 1731.
“The consequences of Burlington’s propaganda for a pure
Palladian manner were clear enough by 1731 for Alexander
Pope to exaggerate and ridicule them. His Epistle to Lord
Burlington, published in the same year, pays tribute to
Burlington’s own taste and sense but predicts the vulgarization
of his manner. The prophecy was largely justified. Not only in
England, but in Scotland and Ireland Palladianism spread into
local schools mostly of very indifferent quality, and far, indeed
from the exquisite richness of Chiswick or the studied
classicality of Holkham.” - Summerson, Archit. in Britain, p. 211.
See also Harris & Savage, BABW, pp. 350-51.
Small folio, in later boards. 15 pp. T.p. soiled; tiny area of loss (part of one
le�er) on right margin of t.p. with neat old repair.
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AN ARCHITECTURAL AND
PHOTOGRAPHIC RARITY
175. POTTER, EDWARD TUCKERMAN. World pictures in
capitals. With a descriptive legend by Henry Coppée. Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippinco� & Co., 1869
$2650.00
First edition, a very fine and bright copy of a rare and curious
book. Po�er (1831-1904) was an architect of some importance;
he is given a good entry in the Macmillan Encyclopedia of
Architects by Sarah Landau. He liked the idea of carved column
capitals with narrative meaning. This has been noted by
Landau: “The seminaturalistic carving of the foliated capitals
followed the prescriptions of John Ruskin and the example of
Dean and Woodward’s Oxford Museum. Po�er’s carved
ornament was often programmatic and pictorial, as, for
instance, the historiated capitals of the hall of the George
Hunter Brown House (1869) in Millbrook, New York.” Those
capitals are the subject of the present book. They are illustrated
in eight plates, within litho borders, each plate with five
individual small mounted albumen photos. They are devoted
to the following countries: I. Greenland; II. Lapland; III. Italy;
IV. Egypt; V. India; VI. So. America; VII. North America, Indian
Life; and VIII. United States, with the appropriate symbolism
for each country. There is no indication as to who made the
photographs. Van Haaften, Bull NY Pub Lib (Spring 1977), no.
198. Hitchcock 947. Widely held in libraries (OCLC locates 19
copies) this is rare in the marketplace. This is the first copy I
have seen in 53 years.

4to, orig. dec. cloth, dec. in blind
with gilt stamped title piece on
both covers; a.e.g. 21 pp with 8
plates with a total of 40 mounted
albumen photos. Good rich
unfaded prints. Neatly rebacked
by Green Dragon Bindery in
matching cloth; in mylar dust
jacket.
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THE STANDARD 18TH CENTURY
CARPENTER’S HANDBOOK
176. PRICE, FRANCIS. The British carpenter, or, a treatise on
carpentry. The third edition, enlarged, and illustrated with sixty-two
copper plates. London: Printed by C. & J. Ackers, a.o., 1753
$1250.00
First published in 1733, this was “the first comprehensive work
on carpentry in English and the standard one for the remainder
of the century.” - Harris. The supplement gives Palladio’s
orders “proportioned and adjusted by divisions on scales”
which enabled the ordinary carpenter to visually proportion
the orders without the use of fractions. The book was very

popular in the American Colonies; Helen Park found more
references to it (27) than to any other single title. It was in fact
not superseded until 1820 when Thomas Tredgold published
his Elements of carpentry. Harris, BABW, 712. BAL, Early printed
books describes editions of 1735 and 1753 (nos. 2615, 2616). Park
List 67. Cicognara 953.
4to, recent calf spine, marbled boards by Green Dragon Bindery. viii+72 pp
with 2 engr. frontispieces (the first a tablet with the approbation of
Hawksmoor, James and Gibbs; the second, to the supplement, a bust of
Palladio on a pedestal) and 72 engr. plates. T.p. and frontisp mounted. A
rather worn copy but nicely restored and absolutely complete.
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RARE CARPENTER’S PRICE BOOK
INTENDED FOR THE PUBLIC
177. PRICES of carpenters work submi�ed to the public. London:
Printed by Henry Fry, Moorfields, 1796
$2750.00
A rare book, not listed in Harris’s British architectural books and
writers (and there are very few such books which escaped her
notice). It is, however, listed in OCLC with 4 locations in this
country (Columbia, Cornell, Yale, & Col Wmsbg). It is well
known that almost all early price books were compiled by
members of the trade for members of the trade, and they were
not meant for the general public. Eileen Harris confirms this in
her chapter on price books: “...they were all compiled by
experienced builders for other building tradesmen. The
customer, the building client, was not their main concern
here...” That is why the present work is so unusual; it states
right in the title these prices were submi�ed to the public.
There is a full alphabetical index of the contents from
bracke�ing to wedges (there are 59 entries). There is much
coverage of building materials - deal and oak and fir, as well as
the component parts of a house, e.g. doors, dado, floors,
mouldings, stairs, sashes and frames, etc.
As far as I can determine this is the first and only edition.
On the other hand, the Builder’s price book, published by the
Taylors, went through at least twelve editions between 1776
and 1799. It would seem that the public was not much
interested in the prices they were charged by carpenters.

8vo, recent full calf, spine with raised bands, unle�ered gilt ornamented
spine with gilt lined red Morocco label on upper cover: “Carpenters Prices
1796.” (vi)+48 pp with 16 blank leaves bound at the end. Ex-lib. copy with old
faded rubber stamp on t.p. and a few other leaves. But a good copy of a rare
book.
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178. RALPH, [JAMES]. A critical review of the public buildings,
statues, and ornaments, in and about London and Westminster,
originally wri�en by _____ Ralph, Architect, and now reprinted with
very large additions. The whole being digested into a Six Days Tour,
in which every thing worthy the a�ention of the judicious Enquirer,
is pointed out and described. London: Printed for John Wallis,
1783
$950.00
Originally published 1734. As noted in the title, this is a new
edition “with very large additions.” Eileen Harris states that
this edition was edited by William Nicholson (1753-1815). The
BAL has this 1783 edition (only) and states: “The additions - by
another unnamed author, quite possibly the publisher John
Wallis - are indeed ‘very large’ and include details of many of
the buildings completed since the publication of the first
edition.” The BAC note also states “the work was very
influential.” This second edition has a five page index. Harris
729.
12mo, orig. marbled sides, calf spine. xxxi+209+(5) pp. Excellent copy.
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RARE MANUAL FOR MARBELIZING
179. RAPP, CONRAD. Easy Way Marbelizing. The New
Method. New York, N.Y.: [Self-published by the Author], 1952
$200.00
A manual for marbelizing architectural elements. The author
had a diploma as a master of his trade; he spent 35 years
marbelizing and graining. This is self-published and the entire
text and all the illustrations were drawn, very neatly, by him. It
is all very technical, but well illustrated and I think a decorative
painter could benefit from this instruction. I think Mr. Rapp
was a German who relocated to this country. Rare; not in
OCLC.
4to (8 ½ x 11"), printed self wraps. 24 pp with about 50 line illus. and 4
halftones (in black & white) of painted marbles.
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A COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
180. REID, D[AVID] B[OSWELL]. A college of architecture, and
its relation to professional education and the improvement of public
health. Hartford: F. C. Brownell, 1857
$400.00
First edition thus (a separate offprint); originally published in
“Barnard’s American Journal of Education” for December 1856.
Very rare; this is the first copy I have ever had, and Hitchcock
locates only two copies (Hitchcock 987). Reid was an M.D. and
a noted chemist, education and ventilation engineer; the D.A.B.
gives a long entry on him. I think the present essay is very li�le
known; it is not, for example, mentioned in the authoritative
book by Mary Woods, From craft to profession, the practice of
architecture in nineteenth century America.
8vo, orig. printed wrappers. (ii)+629-641+1 pp.
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EARLY HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
181. RHODE ISLAND. PROVIDENCE. Memorial to the City
Council of the City of Providence in behalf of the preservation of the
historic “Market House”, the corner-stone of which was laid by
Nicholas Brown on June 8, 1773. N.p., N.d. [Providence, ca. 1900]
$150.00
A standard le�erhead-size printed sheet advocating for the
preservation of the historic Market House in Providence,
printed about 1900. The Board of Trade was the current
occupant and wanted to demolish it to build on its site a
modern office building. Thankfully that did not happen
(perhaps helped by the current ‘Memorial’) and the building
survived (a thumbnail sketch of its history is given in
Wikipedia). From about 1878 until 1933 the building had
various tenants. In 1933 the City gave the building to the R. I.
School of Design. In 1952 architect John Hutchens Cady
remodeled the interior with classrooms and studios. The
building was added to the National Register of Historic Places
in 1972.
This printed sheet is very rare; it is not in OCLC. There
might be a copy in the R.I. Historical Society - but as far as I can
tell it is otherwise unknown.
Sheet (8 ¼ x 11"), printed on one side. Excellent condition, never folded.
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AN ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF A NEW STATE CAPITOL FOR
RHODE ISLAND
WITH A FRONTISPIECE ILLUSTRATION OF THE
FAMOUS MCKIM, MEAD & WHITE BUILDING

182. RHODE ISLAND. PROVIDENCE. Public Park
Association of Providence. Rhode Island State House on Smith’s Hill.
Grand Boulevard. [Providence: Press of E. L. Freeman & Son,
N.d. (1892)]
$400.00
A long argument in favor of a new State House for Providence,
or more precisely an argument to voters to vote in favor of the
loan needed to build it. The splendid gate-folding frontispiece
is a halftone reproduction of the presentation rendering (signed
by F. Winthrop Phillips) of the grand McKim, Mead and White

building as built - yet there is no mention in the text at all of that
architectural firm. The final six pages of this pamphlet are
devoted to descriptions of Neutakonkanut Hill, Blackstone
Park and Admiral Hopkins Park. The date is supplied by the
OCLC entry which locates copies in six R.I. libraries, Harvard
and Idaho. Not in Hitchcock. Very rare; this is the first copy I
have seen in 54 years.
Oblong 4to. Orig. gray paper printed wrappers preserved and laid down on
modern paper-covered boards. 16 pp with double-p. frontisp.
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183. RITCH, JOHN W. The American architect, comprising original
designs of cheap country and village residences with details,
specifications, plans and directions, and an estimate of the cost of each
design. New York: C. M. Saxton, 152 Fulton St., n.d.[ca. 185156]
$1100.00
A good early complete two volume set. Originally published in
parts, 1847-49; the content is the same in all the issues and
editions. Hitchcock calls this work with its various states and
issues one of the “prime bibliographical puzzles” in American
architectural literature along with A. J. Davis’ Rural Residences.
The date of the copy on offer here is based on Hitchcock 1018
which gives Saxton’s address as 152 Fulton St. between 1851
and 1856. The twenty four designs in the present work, in their
various eclectic styles (Italian villa, bracketed Tudor, gothic
village, Grecian, log cabin etc.) are a telling forecast of
architectural taste in the years to come. They should be
compared with those in Ranle�’s The Architect, published in
1847-48.
4to, modern cloth, gold stamped black le�ering piece. Litho t.p. and 48 ff [i.e.
96 pp] of le�erpress and 96 litho platets. 47 of the plates are tinted. Sca�ered
foxing on the le�erpress leaves only; the plates are fine and clean. Light
marginal water stain (upper blank margin) in the first 3 or 4 leaves; else a
good copy. This was Sam Dornsife’s copy, signed by him; also with the
bookplate of the Athenaeum of Phila. (Deaccessioned).
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184. ROBINSON, P. F. Designs for farm buildings. Third edition.
London: H. G. Bohn, 1837
$350.00
First published 1830. The author a�empted to “prove that the
simplest forms may be rendered pleasing and ornamental by a
proper disposition of the rudest materials.” Yet his designs still
are presented in various historical styles, e.g. Old English, Swiss,
Italian, Rustic, etc. BAL, Early printed books, 2805. Archer 291.3.
4to, orig. quarter roan, original leather label on front cover. vii+22 ff of text and
56 litho plates. An excellent copy, clean and untrimmed copy with almost
none of the usual foxing. Clean tear in t.p. neatly repaired (no loss).
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PHOTO ALBUM SHOWING THE
ERECTION OF A PRE-FABRICATED
GOTHIC-ARCH BARN
185. ROCK ISLAND LUMBER CO. (RILCO). Scrap book of 25
silver print photographs showing the assembly of a Gothic Arch Barn.
Cobleskill, N.Y., 1940
$500.00
A wonderful and compelling photo album documenting the
construction of a large Gothic-arch barn in Cobleskill, N. Y.,
summer 1940. The title page identified it as a RILCO Barn, one
of several of that era that used early glued laminated plywood
technology to create the distinctive curved-arch roof rafters.
RILCO was based in Albert Lea, MN. The barns were sold as
pre-fabricated kits, ordered from an illustrated catalogue and
shipped to the site for assembly. The photos show the massive
arched rafters being off-loaded from a rail car onto two
trucks...through to the finished structure. The combination of
images and excellent captions provide a detailed record of the
whole process. A page noted as “Second Day of Construction”,
for example, notes substantial progress with the shell of the
structure already completely raised after only “13 ½ hours by 4
men.” The tenor of the captions suggests that this could have
been compiled as a sales aid to be used in a future catalogue. A
very useful source for the scholar working on the history of prefabrication.
4to album (10 ½ x 7 ½"), string tied. Typewri�en ‘title page’ followed by 25
silver prints (3 ¼ x 4 ½"). Each captioned in pen on the album leaves. First
leaf (t.p.) broken at the hinge; others in good condition. A remarkable and
compelling survival.
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186. SALMON, WILLIAM. The London and country builder’s
vade mecum: or, the compleat and universal estimator. Third edition,
revised and corrected. London: J. Hodges, 1755
$1250.00
Originally published 1741. Harris states that Salmon was not
deterred, as other authors doubtless were, by objections that
prices differed throughout the country. This was a much used
book in the colonies, advertised by Boston, New
York and Philadelphia booksellers in the 1750s and
1760s. With Salmon’s other price books, it served as
a standard of reference for establishing prices for
the various building trades in America before the
Revolution; after the war price books compiled and
published by Americans began to appear. Harris,
BABW, 790. Park List 74. Archer 437.2.
Schimmelman 124 citing 7 pre-1800 references.
Wallis, Brit. Mathematics, 727SAL45/48. Colvin, p.
711.
8vo, recent marbled sides (old marbled paper), calf spine, dark
red le�ering piece. (ii)+187+1+(viii) pp with engr. frontisp.
Inscribed on p. 74: “The gift of the Rev. Dr. Breedon to William
Holmes” in an 18th century hand.
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A BEHEMOTH!
“ONE OF THE FINEST COLLECTIONS IN THE FIELD” - Romaine

187. [SARGENT & CO.]. Illustrated Catalogue of Hardware. For
sale by the Smith Bros. Hdw. Co., Columbus, Ohio, 1894 $875.00
A massive catalogue, weighting 12 pounds and with 1080
pages, profusely illustrated. Larry Romaine, in his Guide to
American Trade Catalogues (1960) said of the Sargent hardware
catalogues: “One of the finest collections in the field, covering a
long and important - almost - half century [1852-1888]. All illus.
throughout, from an academy bell to a zinc ornament.”
Actually, the present catalogue starts (alphabetically) with
adjustable box scrapers and ends with yard sticks. A sampling:
locks, decorative hardware, fancy tools and implements - paper
files, paper hooks, bird cage hooks, garden tools, claws and

hammers, match safes, stands, can openers, culinary devices,
meat grinders, tobacco cu�ers, carpenters’ tools, wood and iron
planes, scales, bells, police equipment, and very much more.
The title page imprint of ‘Smith Bros Hdw. Co.’ indicates that
they were jobbers for the Sargent Company. This imprint is not
in OCLC.
Small folio (12 x 10"; 3" thick). xxx+1080 pp, numbered erratically: 1-46; 46A,
47-72; 72 ½; 73-80, 80 ½; 81-84; 84 ½; 85-128; 128A, 129-228; 301-352; 352A,
353-357 A, B; 358-462, 462A, 463-558; 558A, 634, 634A, 635-652; 652AA; 653662, 662A; 663-817; 817A, B; 818-910; 910-911-912 new; 913-918; 919A; 920,
920new; 921-922; 922A, 923, 924new - 1080. Still in the orig. half sheep
binding which is worn, spo�ed; hinges cracked, spine worn. But internally
fine and preserved in a stout buckram folding back box with leather label.
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“A NEW TYPE OF ARCHITECTURAL
MANUAL”
188. SAVOT, LOUIS. L’architecture Francoise des bastimens
particulieurs, augmentée dans ce�e seconde edition de plusieurs
figures, & des notes de Monsieur Blondel. Paris: La Veuve & C.
Clouzier a.o., 1685
$650.00
A nice copy in a contemporary binding. Originally published
Paris 1624, there were later editions in 1642, and 1673
with notes by Blondel. It is a valuable survey of the
constructive part of architecture; chapters cover all
parts of a building, e.g. halls, antechambers, galleries,
libraries, doors, windows, chimneys, ceilings, etc.
Also of interest is a chapter 47, “Declaration des
principaux autheurs qui ont ecrit...de toutes les parties
de l’Architecture.” Blondel’s extensive notes to this
section are set in smaller type. Berlin Catalogue 2537.
Fowler 290. Cicognara 650. Brunet, VI, 9766.
Wiebenson-III-C-4, noting that “Savot’s book initiated
a new type of architectural manual which proliferated
in seventeenth century France.” BAL, Early printed
books, 2915.
8vo, orig. calf, gilt, light wear to head of spine; a very nice copy.
(vi)+434+(ii) pp. with 14 wood-cut text illus. Late 17th or early
18th century owner’s inscription on front fly.
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THOMAS JEFFERSON HAD (OR
WANTED) A COPY
189. SCAMOZZI, VINCENT. Oeuvres d’architecture. Nouvelle
édition, revue & corrigée exacement sur l’original Italien. Paris:
Jombert, 1764
$1250.00
An octavo edition using A. C. D’Aviler’s translation and
abridgement of the original text, which was first published in
Paris, 1685 (see Fowler 299). It opens with a life of the architect,
followed by the orders according to Scamozzi, classical details,
descriptions of the major buildings, etc. The text here is
arranged into four “books” but in fact the basis of this edition
was Scamozzi’s Book VI on the orders, taken from his Idea of
1615. It was translated into several languages and by the 18th
century became a standard builder’s handbook on the design of
the orders. The present edition, as part of the series
“Bibliotheque Portative d’Architecture” includes the
biographical material and the section describing and
illustrating Scamozzi’s major buildings. It is thus more valuable
to the historian. This edition is uncommon; not in Fowler, not
in Berlin Catalogue, not in Cicognara. Not in the British
Architectural Library but is noted in their catalogue in 2919.
Thomas Jefferson had, or at least wanted, a copy of this edition
for the University of Virginia (O’Neal 111c).
8vo, orig. paper sides, calf spine, quite worn. xxxii+240 pp. with engr.
frontisp. and 82 engr. plates of which 23 printed on versos. With the old
rubberstamp of R. Delannoy and also the stamp of “Ecoles des Beaux Arts,
Atelier Hulot.” The Hulot stamp appears on a number of the plates, mostly
in the margins.
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FIRST AND BEST FACSIMILE OF THE
FIRST ENGLISH ARCHITECTURAL
BOOK
190. SHUTE, JOHN. The first and chief groundes of architecture.
By John Shute, paynter and archytecte. First printed in 1563. A
facsimile of the first edition with an introduction by Lawrence Weaver,
F.S.A., Hon. A.R.I.B.A. London: Country Life, 1912
$500.00
A very good very clean copy. The original edition of this work
was the first English book on architecture. “The best account of
Shute’s pioneering work is still that given by Lawrence Weaver
in the introduction to the 1912 facsimile, published in London
by Country Life. In 1964 Gregg International issued another
facsimile, but this lacked any scholarly apparatus, and was, into
the bargain, a less accurate reproduction of the original (in
‘cleaning up’ the pages some vital information, including the
paragraph symbol on the title page, has been removed). Both
facsimiles reproduce the BAL copy, which Weaver describes as
the ‘best known copy.’ Weaver’s text is the basis for all the more
recent accounts of Shute’s life and work, including those given
by Harris (pp. 418-21)...etc.” - BAL, Early Printed Books, 3010.
Small folio, orig. pale blue paper boards, gilt titled vellum spine, printed
paper label on upper cover. Top edge gilt. 80 pp with 5 full-p. plates and 7
text illus. (Pp. 1-22 contain Weaver’s introduction). Spine lightly soiled. In
mylar dust jacket.
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191. SILLIMAN, B. Jr. & C. R. GOODRICH (eds). The world of
science, art and industry illustrated from examples in the New-York
Exhibition of 1853-54. New York: Putnam, 1854
$550.00
The first American exposition, inspired by and pa�erned after
the Great Exhibition in London in 1851. The history of its
architecture is important as it is tied in with the early
development of iron construction in America; the building as
executed was an octagonally planned domed structure of iron
designed by Carstensen and Gildermeister. With clerestories of
glass in the side galleries and dome, it was painted olive with
gilding. The interior, with ornate iron galleries and staircases,
was painted in polychromy. Fire destroyed the building in
1858. Other plans were submi�ed by Paxton, Downing and
Vaux, Bogardus and Hoppin, etc. (all illustrated and explained
here). A magnificent record, superbly illustrated with 500
wood-engravings. The history of this publication is given in E.
E. Coleman, “The Exhibition in the Palace, a bibliographical
essay,” in Bull of the N. Y. Public Library (Sept 1960), pp. 459-477.
Hitchcock, American architectural books, 257 notes this in
passing. Davis, p. 62. The books of the fairs, no. 78.
There are two other li�le-known but scholarly sources
on the building: Edwin G. Burrows, The Finest Building in
America, the New-York Crystal Palace 1853-1858, N.Y.: Oxford
Univ. Press, 2018 and Linda Hyman, Crystal Palace/42nd Street/
1853-4, N.Y.: CUNY, 1974.
Folio, orig. tan cloth, elaborate gilt die-stamped title medallion on cover,
bevelled edges, all edges gilt; spine has been repaired with matching tan tape
(a neat job). xii+208+(vi) pp. with 500 illustrations under the superintendence
of C. E. Dopler. With one color plate of Minton tiles. A good clean copy with
much less foxing than is usual with this book.
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192. SILSBEE, E. A. An informal talk on art and architectural
topics. Salem: Essex Institute, 1880
$300.00
Rare; this is the first copy I have had (in fifty-four years).
Withey gives an entry for a James Lyman Silsbee (1845-1913) of
Salem who practiced architecture in Syracuse NY (1872-82) and
in Chicago (1882-90). In 1890 he came back east; what his
relationship was to our E. A. Silsbee I do not know. The present
essay deals with the local architecture of Salem. This is a
separately paginated offprint from the Bulletin of the Essex
Institute. Hitchcock 1184.
8vo, orig. printed wrappers. 22 pp.
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193. SMITHMEYER, JOHN L. Our architecture, and its defects.
A critical essay: prepared for the Association of Architects of
Washington, D. C. Washington: C. W. Brown, 1880
$500.00
A rare pamphlet; I have never seen a copy before. An
interesting essay, quoting Viollet-le-Duc, Philibert de l’Orme,
Gilpin, Akenside, etc. Part II discusses American architecture: a.
some of the causes of the imperfections in our late buildings; b.
authority without responsibility; c. want of legislative sanction
for the supervising architects office; d. remedies suggested; e.
the pernicious effects of the labor-contract system, etc.
Smithmeyer is probably best known as one of the two architects
of the new building for the Library of Congress (1888 & later),
together with Paul J. Pelz. Hitchcock 1225
8vo, disbound; with orig. printed wrappers. (ii)+28 pp.
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EXHAUSTIVE TREATISE ON NEW
YORK STATE BUILDING STONE
194. SMOCK, JOHN C. Building Stone in New York. Albany:
University of the State of New York, 1890
$375.00
First edition. A highly valuable source for the architectural
historian of New York city buildings of the 1870s and 80. This is
not in Hitchcock, and it should be. Hitchcock does list a related
publication by Alexis Julien, The decay of Building Stones in New
York city (NY, 1883); his no. 665. Indeed Julien’s work is
acknowledged in the present book. The most valuable part of
Smock’s book is Chapter IV, “On the use of Stone in cities” (pp.
282-352). This chapter contains sections on New York [city];
also sections on granite, gneiss, marble, sandstone, limestone,
slate, and street pavements. Further chapters discuss building
stone in seventeen other New York cities from Yonkers to
Buffalo. Specific buildings are frequently mentioned. For some
reason hard copies of this book are rare; OCLC locates 62 copies
as “internet resource” but only one hard copy, in Germany.
4to, Recent cloth, original printed wrapper trimmed and laid down on cover.
Pp. 190-295+(1) with 1 fdg table and lg. folding map.
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A JOHN SOANE RARITY
195. [SOANE, JOHN]. Papers, presented to the House of
Commons, relating to the building a new infirmary, and leasing of
ground, at Chelsea Hospital (20th April 1809) [WITH] Further
papers...(10th May 1809) [WITH] Further papers...(8th June 1809)
[London: Luke Hansard], 1809/10
$1950.00
Three Parliamentary papers bound
together. These are all rare; of the first
paper OCLC locates but one copy:
Columbia; of the second, Part I of Further
papers they locate also one copy: CCA; of
the third, Part II of Further papers, there is no
copy located (though the OCLC records are
a bit imprecise for collations; the same is
true for Avery and CCA on-line
catalogues). The two parts of Further papers
are separate printings but continuously
paginated.
“Soane became Clerk of the Works
to the Royal Hospital at Chelsea in 1807.
Within two years, the first major building
project of Soane’s Chelsea career
materialized, though its beginnings were
marred by bureaucratic maneuverings. The
Chelsea Board proposed to replace the
inadequate accommodation for the
infirmary then located over the Great Hall
by adapting the newly acquired, early

eighteenth century Walpole House (known at the time as the
premises lately occupied by Lord Yarborough) for this purpose.
Soane found the residence unsuitable and instead introduced
an entirely new building, a design for a monumental arcaded
building facing the river. His selected site for this new building,
however, had been clandestinely leased by
the Governor, and another architect
(Thomas Leverton) had been hired to build
a villa for a high-ranking official (Colonel
Gordon). Deliberations over the project
continued for a year. Ultimately Soane was
forced to modify his design to create a
smaller building incorporating Walpole
House.” - Heather Ewing on the Royal
Hospital Chelsea, in John Soane Architect:
Master of Space and Light (1999). The three
papers offered here record in detail these
“bureaucratic maneuverings,” with the
various plans allowing one to follow the
course of affairs, offering a clear glimpse
into how the designs for the new infirmary
evolved.
Small folio (14 x 9"), cased in modern paper sides,
linen spine, label on upper cover; a.e.g., very good
copy. I. Pp 1-11+(i) with 2 plates; II. Pp 1-23+(i) pp
with 7 plates; and III. Pp 25-32 with 3 fdg colored
plates.
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“THE SECOND-OLDEST IRON COMPANY IN
CONTINUOUS OPERATION IN THE UNITED STATES”

196. STEWART IRON WORKS CO. Catalogue No. 35-B. Iron
and Entrance Gates, Park and Lawn Se�ees, Iron Reservoir Vases, etc.
General Ornamental Ironwork. Cincinnati, Ohio, n.d. [ca. 1904-5]
$275.00
This was an old and prominent firm, established 1862 and
incorporated in 1910. The present catalogue illustrates drive
and walk gates, rails for public grounds and private residences,
and ornate entrance gates. Also wrought iron tree guards,
hitching posts, a double entrance park gate, iron reservoir
vases, park lawn and cemetery se�ees, etc. The firm also had a

substantial business manufacturing iron jail cells, lock-ups,
cages and similar objects; they issued special catalogues for this
line. Not in Romaine. McKinstry 1219 cites a later catalogue in
the series, No. 36-B with 160 pp. OCLC locates 46 Stewart
catalogues, most in one copy each, but the present catalogue is
not located. The Company is still in business in Erlanger,
Kentucky; see the good note in Wikipedia.
Oblong 8vo, orig. printed wrappers. 96 pp., profusely illus. Edges of front
cover a bit dog-eared; rear cover has a 1 x 2 inch piece of blank area torn
away. Else a very good copy.
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WHO WAS REALLY THE AUTHOR?
197. [STEWART, JOHN]-(a�ributed to). Critical observations
on the buildings and improvements of London. The second edition.
London: J. Dodsley, 1771
$2000.00
Much has been wri�en about the authorship of this small but
perceptive work. Hugh Pagan summed it up in 2003 (his
46:101) and I can do no be�er than to quote his note here: First
published earlier in the same year, “this, [is a] particularly acute
and well-wri�en commentary on contemporary building and
urban planning in London. Its authorship has long been
debated, but it is now generally accepted that it was not wri�en
by the architect James Stuart, and was most probably wri�en by
an individual named John Stewart, perhaps the John Stewart
who had financial interests in India and was briefly Member of
Parliament for Arundel, or else another John Stewart who was
Judge-Advocate of Bengal 1771-5... At all events, the author was
a shrewd architectural critic and was especially interested in
the most recent architect-designed private houses and squares
in the West End of London, expressing particular approval of St
.James’s Square and of Cavendish Square, and looking forward
to Oxford Street becoming “the noblest street in Europe.” BAL
744 (listed under title). Harris, BABW, 152 (also listed under
title). OCLC locates six copies in American libraries.
8vo, later marbled sides, polished calf spine, title in gilt le�ering.(iv)+69 pp.
“G. Baillie” inscribed in a neat contemporary hand along blank upper
margin of t.p. A nice copy.
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FINE COPY IN THE ORIGINAL DUST
JACKET
198. SULLIVAN, LOUIS. Kindergarten chats on education,
architecture and democracy. [Washington]: Scarab Fraternity
Press, 1934
$400.00
A fine clean copy of the first and limited edition in book form
of these most important essays. Composed at a time when he
was at the height of his powers, they were first printed, in 1901,
in fifty-two successive numbers of The Interstate Architect and
Builder. They were edited with an introduction by Claude F.
Bragdon. The copyright was held by George Grant Elmslie,
Sullivan’s literary executor. The cover was designed by Eugene
Voita, a pupil of Sullivan. I do not know the size of this limited
edition, but it must not have been large as copies are, and have
been for a long time, scarce. Sharp, p. 126. Avery’s Choice 420.
8vo, orig. blue and cream cloth. (iv)+xii+256 pp. with 6 full page plates. In the
original d.j; small area of loss to the upper end of spine of dust jacket and two small
chips along the top (of d.j.). Internally fine and binding fine.
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199. SWAN, ABRAHAM. The British architect or the builder’s
treasury of stair-cases. London: Printed for the author, [1765?]
$1800.00
First published 1745; this went through five British editions and
stayed in print for over twenty years. It was also one of the most
popular pa�ern books used in colonial America (it was
reprinted in Philadelphia in 1775 and as such was the first
architectural book printed in America). It was also reprinted in
Boston 1n 1794. Architectural details taken straight from its
plates can be found from Maine to Georgia. Harris, BABW, 863.
Park List 79. Schimmelman 134. Wiebenson III-C-22. Fowler
341. Colvin, p. 799. Like so many of these pa�ern books this has
in recent years become quite scarce.
Folio, recent full reverse calf. viii+16 pp. with 60 engr. plates. Good clean
copy.
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200. SWAN, ABRAHAM. A collection of designs in architecture,
containing new plans and elevations of houses for general use.
London: Printed and sold by the author, 1757
$2650.00
First edition. Though Swan’s external elevations were more or
less Palladian in character, his interior designs reflected the
contemporary taste for rococo decoration. His books were very
popular in America; the Philadelphia edition of his British
Architect was the first architectural book to be printed in this
country. The present work was also reprinted in America in
1775 but 4 pages and 10 plates were all that were ever produced
and are known by only two copies (NYPL and Avery Library).
Thus this complete British edition is all the more important for
American collections.
Swan was a fascinating character. The introductions to
this and to his British Carpenter were self-aggrandizing and
dripping with false modesty. He had, he claimed, “li�le view to
his own Profit; a great...love for the Science of Architecture”, an
“earnest desire of promoting the Knowledge and Practice of it,
especially in [his] own country”, a wish to “wipe-off”
reproaches by foreigners of “the Declension of the Arts and
Sciences among us”, and, above all, “to raise the glory of his
own country” - these were his motives. See the fascinating note
in Harris. (BAL, Early printed books, 3222). Harris, BABW, 868
noting that the five final plates in Vol II are dated Jan. 1758. Park
List 80. Berlin Catalogue 2285. All editions of this book are now
very scarce.
Provenance: 18th century engraved bookplate of Philip
H. Ashworth. Also: 19th century engraved bookplate of Henry
Peet, F.S.a.

2 volumes in one. Folio, orig. full calf, neatly rebacked, spine with 2 giltstamped red le�ering pieces. vi+8 pp. with 60 engr. plates; iv+12 pp. with 60
engr. plates.
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HYDRAULICS FOR GARDEN
FOUNTAINS
201. SWITZER, STEPHEN. An introduction to a general system
of hydrostaticks and hydraulicks, philosophical and practical.
London: Printed for T. Astley, S. Austin, and L. Gilliver, 1729
$2250.00
First edition. A classic work on hydraulics from the gardener’s
(rather than the engineer’s) point of view, “wherein the most
reasonable and advantageous methods of raising and
conducting water, for the watering noblemens and gentlemens
seats, buildings, gardens,
etc. are carefully (in a
manner not yet published
in any language) laid
down.” About half the
plates illustrate machines
and pumps for raising
water as well as a musical
wheel (an organ powered
by water); the remainder,
illustrate, with commentary,
fountains and cascades
from England, France and
Italy, for example, the
cascade at Bushby Park;
the Fountain of the

Tower, Vatican Garden, Rome; fountains at the Villa
Aldobrandini at Frascati; the garden fountain at Claremont;
several of the fountains at Versailles; fountains from the Villa
Borghese, Rome; a cascade designed by the author at Spy Park,
Wiltshire, etc. etc. Swi�er was a garden designer of
considerable importance and worked at various times at
Brompton Park, Castle Howard, Kensington Palace, Blenheim
and Grimsthorpe; see W. A. Brogden, “Stephen Swi�er” in
Furor Hortensis, ed. by Peter Willis, (Edinburgh, 1974). Berlin
Catalogue 3614. Henrey
II, 325-332. Roberts, Bib.
Mechanica, 309-10. See
also Oxford Companion to
Gardens, p. 545 for a good
note. Eustis, European
pleasure gardens, p.92
(illus).
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2 vols. 4to, full cont. calf, worn;
gilt ruled borders and spines,
edges sprinkled red. Vol I:
(vi)+xxxii+(iv)+133+(xvi); pp.
129-274+10
pp;
Vol
II:
(viii)+275-352+4 +353-413+(xix)
pp. with engr. frontisp. and 61
engr plates of which 60
folding.

SYRACUSE ARCHITECT’S OWN
PERSONAL PHOTO ALBUM
202. TAYLOR, ALFRED T., Architect. The architect’s own
personal photo album of many of his works. [Syracuse, N.Y., ca.
1906-ca. 1914]
$550.00
A rare survival, an album of about 95 good, clear and sharp
photos, most of which are mounted and neatly captioned. They
are mostly houses, some quite large and elegant; but also a
good many other public buildings and commercial buildings.
Captions read as follows (in order): wood shed; Burial Vault for
Jacobson family (Syr); Jewish Community House, Syr
(“concrete block walls”); Paragon Cement Factory, Syr;
Concrete Block Parish House (S.S.R.M.); Amos Stable and
Garage; Mortuary chapel, Syr; Emens House - “An essay at
Greek Detail for a professor of that language”; Die� Factory,
Syr., Synagogue, Syr., 1910 (Temple Concord, designed with
Arnold Brunner, now on the Nat’l Register of Historic Places);
Pass House, Syr., remodeled (before and after photos); T. B.
Sanitorium, Syr; Clarg Mill Office; Paragon Mill, Syr., H. G.
Stone store front; YMCA - roof terrace, lounge, swimming pool,
gymnasium. At the end of the album are 4 pages of clearly
legible manuscript, being a list of his commissions, arranged by
date (from 1906 to 1914).
Alfred Taylor graduated from M.I.T. in architecture in
1915. At one point he was in partnership with a colleague
named Bonta (One photo is signed on the reverse ‘Taylor &
Bonta’. His office was a 615 Gurney Building, Syr. He was a

member of A.I.A. More useful details can be gleaned from
Google.
Oblong 4to, black photo album (9 ½ x 12 ½"). As noted, about 95 good photos
of various sizes up to 6 ½ x 8 ½". Two prints are signed with a blind stamp
‘Doust Studio Syracuse.’ Laid in at the very end is an amateurish pencil
sketch of a building detail signed “AT 5/30/93.” A lucky survival and a
valuable historical document.
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A KEY MONUMENT OF WORLD
ARCHITECTURE
203. THIERRY, J[ULES] D[ENIS]. Arc de Triomphe de l’Etoile
publié avec l’approbation et sous les auspices de Mr le Ministre des
Trauvaux Publics. Paris: Firmin Didot, 1845
$1300.00
First edition. Designed by J. F. T. Chalgrin in 1806, this was his
last important work. It was commissioned by Napoleon.
“Although not completed until 1836, the arch follows
Chalgrin’s design except for the decoration and the a�ic. It
issues from a long lineage of triumphal arches reaching back
through the ancient regime to antiquity, but Chalgrin realized
it on a colossal scale. Dominating the grand axis of the ChampsElyseés, the arch remains the most powerful monument of
French imperial ambitions.”- Macmillan Encyc., I, 400. As noted,
it was begun in 1806 by Chalgrin. After Chalgrin’s death in
1811, the work was taken up by his pupil L. Goust, and from
1823 to 1831 by J. N. Huyot. The arch was finally completed by
G. A. Blouet in 1837. The present work, which is a monumental
folio, appropriate in size to the monumentality of the arch itself,
is a fine example of neo-classical architectural representation
(plans, elevations, sections, details). The images were drawn by
J. D. Thierry and engraved by E. Ollivier and Reveil; also by
Normand. Two sheets illustrate a total of ten projected designs
for the completed monument by each of the architects
involved. Widely held in libraries (OCLC locates 22 copies), it
is very uncommon in the marketplace.

Elephant folio (27 ½ x 20 ½"), in a modern portfolio with ties. 28 pp with 26
engr. plates. First leaf foxed; else clean. Printed on fine thick untrimmed
paper loose in sheets in portfolio.
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EARLY & RARE HISTORY OF PRISON
ARCHITECTURE
204. THOMAS, JOHN R. The History of Prison Architecture.
New York: Press of J. J. Li�le, 1892
$500.00
First and only printed edition; this was a paper read before the
annual conference of the National Prison Association, at
Pi�sburgh, 1891. It is not in Hitchcock which is a major lacunae
as he lists three other authors on the subject of prisons.
John R. Thomas (1848-1901) was a major architect. He is
best known for his many designs for churches and for the
Surrogate’s Courthouse in Manha�an. Among his other public
buildings, he designed the First Baptist Church in Lynchburg
VA and Brooks Hall at the University of Virginia. As a designer
of prisons and asylums Thomas was considered an innovator
and reformer. The current work, in addition to a concise history
of the evolution of prison design over the centuries, includes a
detailed discussion of his design for the New Jersey State
Prison at Rahway, construction of which was just ge�ing
underway. For a long list of his buildings in New York city see
Withey, Biog. Dict. of Amer. Architect Deceased (1956). See also the
Wikipedia entry on him, which is quite good. This is the first
copy I have had in 53 three years.
8vo, orig. blue printed wrappers. 30+(ii) pp. Wrappers split at spine (easily
repairable) and a tiny chip in lower corner of front wrapper.
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“ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
OCCASIONAL PUBLICATIONS
EVER BROUGHT OUT BY THE
ARUNDEL SOCIETY”
205. THOMPSON, STEPHEN & G. E. STREET. Sepulchral
monuments of Italy, Mediaeval and Renaissance. Photographed by
Stephen Thompson with a preface and introduction by Charles C.
Perkins containing full extracts from the MS. notes of the late G. E.
Street, R.A. [London]: Published by the Arundel Society, 1883
$1100.00
The background of this monumental work has been given by
Anthony Hamber: “In 1877 the [Arundel] Society
commissioned the photographer Stephen Thompson to record
mediaeval and renaissance Italian sepulcher monuments... The
following year the society announced the publication of ‘one of
the most important Occasional publications ever brought out
by the Society,’ a project for forty-nine photographic plates to
be accompanied by a text that the architectural historian
George Edmund Street (1824-81) had agreed to write.” Hamber, A higher branch of the art, p. 313. Street did not live to
finish this project and the text was ultimately provided, based
on Street’s notes, by the American art critic Charles C. Perkins.
Stephen Thompson was a very prolific photographer, perhaps
best known for the set of almost one thousand photographs of
the British Museum collections which were published in the
1870s. Gary Edwards, Internat Guide to 19th C Photog gives 51
citations to his works in the trade or at auction. Julia van
Haaften, in her “Orig. Sun Pictures”, Bull NYPL (Spring 1977)

includes eleven books illustrated by Thompson. He was a
consummate professional photographer who made a living
from his work. OCLC locates 10 copies in American libraries
but the work is rare in the marketplace; this is the first copy I
have ever had.
But Thompson also made photographs not only of art
but also as art; see his Studies from nature (Lond., 1875-6). A plate
from this book, “Hop picking from Kent” is illustrated in the
British Library’s Points of view, capturing the 19th century in
photographs, p. 158.
2 vols, large folio (21 x 15"), full recent cloth, Morocco le�ering pieces. I.
(ii)+30 pp with 24 large mounted albumen prints with printed captions, each
with a facing leaf of text; II. (iv) pp with 25 large mounted albumen prints.
Prints are good and rich and dark.
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IMPROVED CHIMNEY DESIGN
206. TOFFOLI, BARTOLOMMEO. Saggio di una nuova forma
di Cammini che non fumano. Padua: Seminary Press, 1790
$550.00
First and only edition of this a�ractive and well-illustrated
treatise on an improved chimney design, to avoid smoke-filled
rooms, and, with the help of heat ducts, the ancillary use of the
fireplace as a stove for heating the house. Toffoli (17551834) gives detailed test reports of various chimney
designs installed, and illustrates his perfected design
on the engraved plate. Though I could find no mention
of Benjamin Franklin in his text, it seems hard to believe
that he would not have been aware of his book
Observations on the causes and cure of smoky chimneys.
OCLC locates one copy only (Harvard).
8vo, orig. heavy blue paper wrappers, untrimmed copy. 49+(1) pp
with folding engr plate bound at end. Title within decorative
border. Some light browning and dust soiling; some old damp
staining to wrappers (but not objectionable). Decorative initial
stamp of a former owner at foot of t.p.
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“PARTICULARLY CONCERNED WITH
FIRE SAFETY”
207. [TOUCHY, FERDINAND CHRISTIAN]. Anweisung wie
Landegebaude Bequem, dauerhaft und mit den wenigsten Kosten zu
erbauen, auch ohne Ziegel mit Feuersichern, warmen und sehr
wohlfeilen Dachern zi belegen. Als handbuch fur Landwirthe, Maurer
und Zimmerleuth von C. F. Bar. Mit Kupfern. Leipzig: bey
Friedrich Leopold Supprian, 1796
$775.00
First edition, fine copy, and rare (OCLC records no
copies outside continental Europe). This is a practical
guide to the design and construction of farm buildings
at low cost, by the economist and official Ferdinand
Christian Touchy. Touchy (under the pseudonym C. F.
Bar), gives advice on the construction of economic
buildings out of wood, stone, tiles, brick and clay,
describes the best designs for farm buildings, dealing
with doors, windows, stoves, and staircases, and
discusses the design and construction of essential
buildings including pig stalls, stables and brewing
houses. He is especially concerned with fire safety,
particularly in the context of roofing materials,
recommending the use of clay tiles rather than thatch.
Touchy also takes note of building regulations, and
demonstrates using as examples his low cost designs.
8vo, orig. mo�led paper sides, polished calf spine and corners,
spine with gilt stamps and dark red le�ering piece. xx+144 pp with 3 fdg
engr. plates (farm barns, outbuildings and details of a stove). Early
collector’s stamp on verso of title.
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THE VATICAN BASILICA
208. VALENTINI, AGOSTINO. La Patriarcale Basilica
Lateranense illustrata per cura di Agostino Valentini. Roma:
Agostino Valentini, 1839
$700.00
The publication history of this book is difficult to work out. It
seems to have been first published in 1832; again in 1834 and in
1839 (as here). Each of these editions had a total of 136 plates.
Later editions were enlarged. Surprisingly, it is not in the BAL;
more surprisingly it does not seem to be in OCLC. Yet the
Kissner Collection (see Christie’s auction catalogue Oct. 1990)
had five different copies (lot nos. 1092-1096) dated between
1833-4 and 1844-5. The present copy is quite complete, in the
original binding and internally good and clean.
It is a remarkably thorough finely illustrated description
of the Vatican Basilica with plans, elevations and sections, as
well as many linear outline views of works of art, sculpture and
other ornament. Though there is no mention of his name in
either of the present volumes, the text (170 pages worth) was
wri�en by Filippo Gerardi (his name is given in every one of
the Kissner entries). Gerardi’s text is based on previous
histories of the building, but adds descriptions of tombs and
other features added during and after the basilica’s restoration
by the architect Alessandro Galilei in the 1730s. Valentini later
issued similar volumes devoted to St. Peter’s and to Sta. Maria
Maggiore (details of these are given in Brunet, V, col. 1038).
2 vols, folio, cont. half vellum, gilt, dark red and dark green le�ering pieces;
marbled sides. Engr. t.p. to each vol (Domenico Feltrini, incise). I. (iv)+80 pp
with 56 plates; II. 90 pp with 80 plates. Slightest spots of light foxing here and
there but a very good set of a scarce book.
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NOXIOUS PAINTS AND AROMATIC
PAINTS
209. VANHERMAN, T. H. Every man his own house-painter
and colourman. The whole forming a complete system for the
amelioration of the noxious quality of common paint, a number of
invaluable inventions, discoveries and improvements, acquired by half
a century’s practical experience; and a variety of other particulars that
relate to house-painting in general. London: I. F. Setchel, 1829
$800.00
First edition, a rare book. The text is arranged in seven parts:
Impenetrable or anti-corrosive paint; aromatic paint;
preparation; graining woods and marbles; oils in general;
varnishes and varnishing; and house paints. “Vanhereman,
who described himself on the title page of the 1829 edition as an
artist and house-painter seems to have been an interesting
figure, and his main concern was ‘amelioration of the noxious
quality of common paint’. He therefore described two new
types of paint, ‘Impenetrable or Anti-Corrosive’, for exterior
use, and ‘Aromatic’ for interiors, but he gave besides a great
deal of other useful and accurate information on a host of
practical ma�ers.” - Ian Bristow, Interior House-painting Colours
and Technology 1615-1840 (1996), p. 209. OCLC locates six copies
in American libraries.
8vo, orig. boards, neatly respined, with new paper label; new endpapers and
flyleaves. xxiv+111 pp. Nice copy.
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ARCHITECTURE FOR STUDENTS AT
THE FLORENTINE ACADEMY
210. VANNINI, GIUSEPPE. Elementi d’archite�ura civile per
uso degli alunni dell’ Imperiale e Reale Accademia delle Belle Arti di
Firenze. Firenze: Giovacchino Pagani, 1818
$1250.00
First edition. Vannini taught architecture at the Accademia
delle Belle Arti di Firenze between around 1815 and 1848. “The
text is based on the writings of Palladio and Scamozzi, and
especially on the orders of Vignola, although Vannini warns in
his preface of the dangers of following these masters too
slavishly, and he a�empted to provide a simple synthesis of the
best elements of their work. Vannini seems also to have
practiced as an architect and the Ge�y Center Library holds a
collection of notes and drawings made by him between around
1818 and 1824 in the course of designing ‘some ten villas and
city properties in and around Florence’“.- BAL, Early Printed
Books, 4131. One interesting feature of this work is the fact that
plates 1-46 are outline etchings while plates 47 to 56 are shaded
aquatints printed in sepia (in imitation of drawings). The work
itself will certainly be relevant to any scholar working on the
history of architectural education. It is rare; OCLC locates five
copies in America (Ge�y, Yale, N.G. of Art, Princeton & William
& Mary).
Folio (14 ½ x 10 ½"), orig. marbled sides, dark green roan (?) spine and
corners, spine nicely gilt stamped. (viii)+158+(ii) pp with 56 etched or
aquatinted plates. Occas. marginal foxing to a few plates but a very nice
copy.
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211. VARIN, A. & E. The picturesque architecture of Swi�erland
containing specimens of country houses taken from all parts of
Swi�erland. American edition reproduced by the heliotype process.
Boston: Osgood, 1875
$500.00
Originally published in Paris, 1861. At first glance, one might
question why this American reprint was made in the first place.
But that question is answered in the “Preface to the American
Edition”: “As, however, America builds more largely of wood
than any other country, and as far too often with
insufficient regard for architectural effect, the publishers
would hope that the circulation here of these illustrations
of the beautiful and picturesque structures of Swi�erland
may be of use in suggesting to our architects and builders
of country dwellings how they may easily add to the
comforts which they already plan for, the external beauty
now so often sadly lacking.” In the event, however, the
Swiss revival style never really got going in this country.
Hitchcock 1299. This is not a common book; this is only the
second copy I have had in 53 years.
Sm. folio, in a modern rebind with marbled sides, black linen spine and
corners, printed paper spine label. 10+ii pp with 48 sharp heliotype
plates. Someone has pencilled in the plate numbers (easily erasable);
else a fine copy.
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“LA CITTA DI PALLADIO”
212. VENDRAMINI MOSCA, FRANCESCO. Descrizione
delle Architec�ure, Pi�ure e Scolture di Vicenza. Vicenza:
Francesco Vendramini Mosca, 1779
$2250.00
First edition, a fine crisp and clean copy. “This guidebook to
Vicenza is thought to have been compiled by its publisher
Francesco Vendramini Mosca from a variety of sources. The
architectural descriptions have been a�ributed to the local
architect Enea Arnaldi, author of Delle basiliche antichi e
specialimente di quella di Vicenza (1767). The curious collation of
the two parts suggests that the plates were an afterthought, and
that the bulk of the le�erpress had been printed before it was
decided to include illustrations. This probably explains why
the first leaf of part II (the title-leaf?) has been cancelled to make
way for the title-plate and why the plates themselves are only
described in the two inserted leaves (K1 in each part) which
precede them, and which are printed on different paper...The
frontispiece is signed by Cristoro dall’Acqua, who also etched
the plates for Arnaldi’s work.” - BAL, Early Printed Books, 3410.
The book is arranged in two parts; the first discusses churches;
the second secular buildings: the Basilica, the Teatro
Olympico and private houses, many of which were designed
by Andrea Palladio.
8vo, full contemp. polished tree calf, spine with panels and gilt stamps, red
le�ering piece (which looks like a modern replacement). I. Etched frontisp,
etched title plate, pp. v-xxiv+144+(ii) pp with 6 engr plates; II. Etched title
plate, pp. 30135+(i)+(ii) with 14 engr. plates. Fine copy of a charming
guidebook.
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“THE OPENING TEXT OF
POSTMODERNISM”
213. VENTURI, ROBERT. Complexity and Contradiction in
Architecture. With an introduction by Vincent Scully. New York:
Museum of Modern Art, 1966
$500.00
First edition, a fine copy in the original cloth in dust jacket.
Scully calls this one of the three most influential architectural
treatises of the 20th century (the other two are Le Corbusier’s
Vers une Architecture of 1923 and Wright’s Ausgefuhrte Bauten of
1910). He goes on: “How different those three books are. Vers
une Architecture, of very moderate size, mixes photographs,
drawings and text in an explosive crackle of images and ideas.
Complexity and Contradiction, printed microscopically in the first
edition, also incorporates illustrations in the text, but pursues a
quiet relentless argument, reflecting respectfully upon the past.
Both books are concerned with an integrated structure of forms
and ideas, and both were wri�en by men whose own mature
work was yet to come.” From Scully’s foreword to Studies and
Executed buildings by F. L. Wright (NY, 1986). Avery’s Choice 427:
“This text is an enormously influential example of the
importance of the printed book for the actual course of
architecture...this volume can be considered as the opening text
of postmodernism.”
8vo, orig. cloth in d.j. 143pp. with 350 small halftones.
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EARLY FACSIMILE OF
FAMOUS MEDIAEVAL ARCHITECT’S
SKETCH BOOK
214. [VILLARD DE HONNECOURT]. Facsimile of the
sketch-book of Wilars de Honecort, an architect of the thirteenth
century; illustrated by commentaries and descriptions, as arranged
with various additions, and published by M. Alfred Darcel from the
Mss. of M. J. B. A. Lassus. Translated, edited, and augmented...by the
Rev. Robert Willis. London: John Henry & James Parker, 1859
$950.00

4to, orig. cloth, expertly rehinged, orig. cloth preserved. xii+243 pp with
mounted engr. port. of Lassus, 64 facsimile plates (lithographs on India
paper), 8 illustrative plates (also on India paper) and 43 woodcuts.

Originally published in French, Paris, 1858. “In publishing a
facsimile of the famous sketchbook of the thirteenth-century
architect Villard de Honnecourt, J. B. A. Lassus intended much
more than simply placing the work and life of a rediscovered
mediaeval draftsman and artisan before the public. The culture
of this early architect gave a name to the supposedly
anonymous craft of mediaeval architecture, grounded in its
own system of rendering and geometrical calculations that
could be held up against the claims of contemporaries for the
superior architectural culture and science of the ancients, and
underscored the unwavering faith Lassus had that the
nineteenth-century architect could successfully revive Gothic
design for the modern age.” - Barry Bergdoll in Avery’s Choice,
297. See also: J. K. French, Engineering Classics (1978), pp. 15-18.
See also: Evers & Thoenes (eds), Architectural Theory, (2015), pp.
186-195. The original manuscript of this famous book is in the
Bibliotheque Nationale.
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“THE LAST GREAT THEORIST IN THE
WORLD OF ARCHITECTURE”
215. VIOLLET-LE-DUC, E[UGENE]. Lectures on architecture,
translated from the French...by Benjamin Bucknall. London:
Sampson, Low, 1877, 1881
$1250
A very fine set of the first English edition of this monumentally
important work. Opens with a two page translator’s preface. It
is perhaps the most important statement of French nineteenth
century architectural theory. Sir John Summerson has
commented: “For us, today, Viollet-le-Duc is a figure of
considerable importance because he is the last great theorist in
the world of architecture, and the modern architect still leans
heavily on verities which he expounded...his principal legacy
to architectural thought is contained in the two dictionaries and
the lectures - most clearly of all in the first volume of the la�er.”
- Heavenly mansions, p. 135. And of course the famous comment
of Frank Lloyd Wright must be given: “In these volumes you
will find all the architectural school you will ever need.” A
useful synopsis of the contents of the Entretiens is given by
Robin Middleton in his piece on Viollet in the Macmillan
encyclopedia of architects, IV, pp 329-330. The most interesting
lectures are perhaps numbers eleven and twelve which deal
with the use of iron in architecture. See also Avery’s Choice, no.
299 (essay by Barry Bergdoll).
2 vols, 4to, half polished calf, highly gilt spines with 5 raised bands, 2 giltstamped calf le�ering pieces, marbled sides and edges; a really nice set.
viii+487; viii+468 pp with 37 double-p. plates numbered 1-36, 22*; of which
all are steel-engr. except nos. 27 & 28 which are lithos and no. 36 which is a
double-p. color litho. With 200 wood-engr. illus.
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VIOLLET-LE-DUC’S
‘CONSTRUCTION’ IN ENGLISH FOR
AMERICAN ARCHITECTS
216. VIOLLET-LE-DUC, E. Rational building, being a translation of the article “Construction” in the Dictionnaire Raisonne de
l’architecture Francaise by George Martin Huss, architect. New
York: Macmillan & Co., 1895
$450.00
Huss was an architect and member of the Architectural League
of New York; I can find nothing further on him. He says in his
preface: “While preparing drawings for a large Cathedral
Church in New York City, the article “Construction” of the
Dictionnaire Raisonne was freely used and then the idea was
conceived of translating it into English.” Contents include
general view, principles, Roman and Romanesque vaults,
origin of the pointed arch, development of principles, vaults,
materials, developments of the 13th century, civil construction
and military constructions. Did this essay have any effect on the
engineer/architects of the 1890s who developed the tall office
building?
8vo, orig. cloth. xii+367 pp with 156 text illus. Faded old square mark on
cover, but a very good copy.
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MUCH INFLUENCED BY THE
THEORIES OF PALLADIO
217. VIOLA ZANINI, GIOSEFFE. Della Archite�ura...libri due:
ne’quall con nuona simmetria & facoltà si mostsrano le giuste regole
de i cinque ordini di de�a archite�ura, & offeruationi de piu eccellenti
archite�i, che in quella habbiano dato ammsestramenti... Padova:
Appresso Francesco Bolze�a, 1629
$7000.00
First edition of a rare book; a fresh, untrimmed, wide-margined
copy in the original boards. It was a practical manual with
numerous wood-cut illustrations based on the Vitruvian
system but much influenced by the theories of Palladio. Zanini
began as a cartographer in the school of Vincenzo Do�o at
Padua, where he also learned perspective. He worked for a
time as a quadraturista painter and then as an architect,
building the Palazzo Cumani, at Padua. The work begins with
an examination of building materials and proceeds with a
description of local churches, palaces, villas and gardens.
Masterpieces of architecture are chosen from most of the major
Italian cities and each chapter is annotated with examples
including those of his teacher, Do�o. This is the first edition of
the book which was in the library of Inigo Jones, and therefore
possibly had some influence on English classical architecture.
It is included in Kruft’s A History of Architectural Theory;
he states: “Viola Zanini repeats the Vitrivian categories and
offers a somewhat unoriginal but later much quoted exposition
of the orders. - p. 104. The entire second part is devoted to the
orders; it is illustrated with numerous bold and striking, if
somewhat crude, woodblock illustrations. See also: D.
Wiebenson, Archit. Theory and Practice, I-29. Berlin Catalogue
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2614. Fowler 346. Cicognara 687. It is rare; OCLC locates only 4 copies in this country:
UDel, Newberry, Ge�y, UPenn. This copy has contemporary MS annotations in the
margins of 9 pages.
4to, orig. boards, untrimmed, a very nice copy. 2 parts in one volume. (20)+252 pp incl 23 full-page
woodcut illus; [Part II] (6)+(2)+pp. 253-497 (+ 2 pp of errata) and with 67 full-page woodcut illus. Page
154 skipped due to typese�er’s error, but the work is complete. As noted above there are contemp. MS
annotations in the margins of 9 pages.
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FIRST EDITION OF VITRUVIUS
TO BE PRINTED IN GERMANY
218. VITRUVIUS. M. Vitrvvii Viri Svae Professionis Peritissimi,
De Architectvra Libri Decem, Ad Avgvstum Caesarem accuratis
constripti: & Nvnc Primvm In Germania Qva potuit diligentia
excusi, atq[ue] hinc inde schema tibus non inincundis exnorati.
Adiecimvs Etiam Propter argumenti conformitatem, Sexti Ivlii
Frontini De Aqvaedvctibvs Vrbis Romae, libellum, Item ex libro
Nicolai Cvsani Card. Argentorati [Strassbourg]: In Officina
Knoblochiana, 1543
$3750.00
The first edition of Vitruvius to be printed in Germany. It was
edited by Walter Hermann Ryff, the Strassbourg physician,
mineralogist and mathematician. The majority of the woodcut
illustrations are based on those of Cesariano’s Como 1521
edition. They are well printed, strong and very pleasing
images. A few others are copied from Giocondo’s illustrations
and the images of the orders are copied from the fourth book of
Serlio. Ryff went on in 1548 to produce the first edition of
Vitruvius in the German language (presumably translated by
himself). BAL, Early printed books, 3495. Fowler 401. Cicognara
707. See also Werner Oechslin’s “‘Vitruvianismus’ in
Deutschland” in Architekt und Ingenieur (pp. 53-76).
Sm. 4to, cont. sheep, neatly rebacked and recornered. (52)+1-96; 99-262+(52)
pp with 91 woodcut illustrations. Very good copy.
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[THIS BOOK] “HAS NOT RECEIVED
THE ATTENTION IT DESERVES”
219. VITRUVIUS. Abrégé des dix livres d’architecture de Vitruve.
Paris: Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1674
$950.00
Good copy in a contemporary binding. First edition of this
abridgement of Perrault’s Vitruvius, first published in 1673.
“Despite its significance as a forerunner of future
developments in architectural theory, as well as its position
as another exemplar of Perrault’s position on architectural
issues, this book is rarely mentioned and has not received
the a�ention it deserves. It is clear that Perrault intended
his Abrégé for the instruction of the amateur in architectural
taste; the book is a precedent, even a unique one, for later
18th century literature that instructs the general public in
the appreciation of the “theory” of subjects of a professional
nature...The Abrégé is in the forefront of a trend that would
do away with those concepts...and open the way to 18th
century development of individual choice and taste.” Millard, French, 169. This li�le book was published in at
least five languages and eleven editions over the following
century. Wiebenson, I-32. Fowler 419. A copy of this book
was in Thomas Jefferson’s library at the time of his death
(see O’Neal 125a).
12mo, orig. full contemp. polished calf, chips in head & tail of spine.
(12)+224+(6) pp with wood-engr vigne�e on t.p. and 11 engr. plates. A
very appealing li�le book.
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ONE OF THE FINEST EDITIONS
OF VITRUVUIS
220. VITRUVIUS. Les dix livres d’architecture corrigez et traduits
nouvellement en Francais, avec des notes et des figures. Seconde
edition reveue, corrigee, & augmentee par M. Perrault. Paris: Jean
Baptiste Coignard, 1684
$3850.00
One of the most beautiful and scholarly editions of Vitruvius.
This translation was originally published Paris, 1674. The
second edition is considered the best because of the corrections
and added notes; this edition has three added plates. Claude
Perrault (1613-1688) was a true Renaissance man. Not an
architect by profession, he was trained as a scientist and
physician (see D.S.B. and the Macmillan Encyclopedia of
Architects). Together with LeVau and LeBrun he was chosen in
1667 to prepare a plan for the completion of the Louvre. He also
made notable contributions to civil engineering which grew
out of his work on the Louvre. His edition of Vitruvius, which
was dedicated to the King, is especially notable for his liberal
a�itudes toward the “rules” of beauty and proportion; this was
the beginning of the ba�le of the ancients versus the moderns,
a major theme in art history during the late 17th and 18th
centuries. The engraved plates of this edition are particularly
fine; they are the work of Scotin, Edelinck, LePautre, Sebastian
LeClerc, and others. “[Perrault’s] Vitruvius was generally
acclaimed as a work of outstanding quality that remained a
standard work throughout the next century and is still
respected and referred to.” (Wolfgang Hermann.) Brunet, V, col
1329, “bonne edition, tourjours assez recherchee.” Cicognara
730 with note. Ebhardt, Vitruvius, p. 77. Berlin Catalogue 1818.

2000 anni di Vitruvio, no. 64 - “belle edizione.” Fowler 418 with
the first edition. Wiebenson I-31, citing edition of 1673.
Folio, full recent vellum, spine with raised bands, gilt stamped dark brown
le�ering piece. (xviii)+354+16 pp with engr. frontisp and 68 engr plates (some
double-p. on stubs), 87 wood-engravings in the text and 2 engr. vigne�e
head-pieces and initial tail-piece. Final leaf with an old small repair (no loss).
A very nice copy.

CHARLES WOOD RARE BOOKS

HORACE WALPOLE’S STRAWBERRY
HILL
221. [WALPOLE, HORACE]. A description of the villa of Mr.
Horace Walpole, at Strawberry Hill, near Twickenham, Middlesex;
with an inventory of the furniture, pictures, curiosities, etc. London:
Printed by Kelly & Co. & sold by William Strange, 1842 $600.00
“Reprinted verbatim from the private edition as printed by the
author at his own press at Strawberry Hill.” There were two of
the Strawberry Hill Press editions, 1774 and 1784. The first line
of the preface is thus ironic: “It will look, I fear, a li�le like
arrogance in a private man to give a printed description of his
villa and collection, in which almost everything is diminutive.
It is not, however, intended for public sale...” The present
edition, of course, was intended for public sale and it was
published in the same year as the famous auction of the
contents of Strawberry Hill. Indeed, that auction was
undoubtedly the reason for this reprint. Of the first edition of
1774 OCLC locates 8 copies in this country. Of the second
edition pf 1784 OCLC locates 26 copies in this country
(including Princeton). Of the present 1842 edition OCLC locates
just 4 copies (Yale, NYPL, Union Coll & UDel). All three
editions are included in John Harris, A Country House index
(1978), page 43.
8vo, disbound. 42 pp. Very good condition.
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“...A LIBRARY TO THE GENTLEMAN
AND THE BUILDER”
222. WARE, ISAAC. A complete body of architecture, adorned
with plans and elevations from original designs...in which are
interspersed some designs of Inigo Jones, never before published.
London: T. Osborne & J. Shipton a.o., 1756
$1500.00
First edition, a major 18th century pa�ern book. “The Complete
Body is a massive and comprehensive statement of Georgian
architectural theory and practice. Published after Burlington’s
death (1753), Ware relaxes his Palladianism to include in his
book’s encyclopedic format references to French publications:
Daviler, Tiercelet, and Briseux. Portions of Laugier’s Essai are
incorporated into the work. Because the “discoveries and
rules” in architecture were “sca�ered in various books” Ware
proposed to collect all that is useful in the work of others, at
whatever time they have been wri�en, or in whatsoever
language,” bringing them up to date with the addition of recent
discoveries and improvements making the work “serve as a
library...to the gentleman and the builder.” It is primarily
oriented to the country house clientele. Summerson evaluates
Ware’s book as “reflecting very fairly the solid, thoughtful
competence of its author’s executed works.” - Wiebenson II-29,
note by Elizabeth Lambeth. Eileen Harris gives a fascinating
extended analysis, focusing especially on the serial publication
of the work (BABW, pp. 471-4; no. 906). Park List 84. Berlin
Catalogue 2283. Fowler 436. O’Neal 126A. Thomas Jefferson
had a copy (O’Neal 126a).

2 vols in one. Folio, old half black Morocco. (xviii)+436; 437-748+(iv) pp with
frontisp and 113 engr. plates, certain double-p. plates taking two numbers. 6
of the folding plates have been restored by G.D.B. T.p. in red and black with
an engraved vigne�e. Binding slightly rubbed; plates are clean and crisp

.
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THE QUINTESSENTIAL
18TH CENTURY PATTERN BOOK
223. WARE, I(SAAC). Designs of Inigo Jones and others.
London: J. Millan, [1731]
$2250.00
First edition. The importance of this particular collection of
Inigo Jones designs lies in its small size and portability - it was
a suitable pocket companion for the travelling gentleman and
builder, both in Europe and America. Peter Harrison, the
architect of Newport, had a copy in his library. It was also
intended to disseminate Lord Burlington’s architectural taste to
a wider public. Ware’s original finished drawings for the book
(along with three others that were not engraved) are in the
Soane Museum. Harris/Savage, BABW, 910. Park List 85.
Fowler 437. Berlin Catalogue 2274.
8vo, old calf, neatly rebacked. Engr. title, 3 engr. leaves of contents and 48
plates (numbered 1-53; 6 double-page). Very light foxing on engr. t.p. but a
good copy.

CHARLES WOOD RARE BOOKS

“THE FATHER OF AMERICAN
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION”
224. WARE, WILLIAM R. An outline of a course of architectural
instruction. Boston: Printed for private distribution at the Press
of John Wilson & Sons, 1866
$400.00
First edition. William Robert Ware (1832-1915) was an
important figure in the professionalization of American
architecture. “Ware’s program at MIT established in 1868,
provided the first systematic courses in architectural study at
American universities...Ware was the father of American
architectural education. - Mary Woods, From craft to profession,
the practice of Architecture in nineteenth century America (1999),
pp. 67-68. See also John A. Chewning, “William Robert Ware
and the beginnings of architectural education in the United
States, 1861-1881”, PhD diss, MIT, 1986. Hitchcock 1330.
Chartered in 1861, MIT first opened for classes in the
Mercantile Building in downtown Boston in 1865. Construction
of the first MIT building was completed in Boston’s Back Bay in
1866 and would be known as “Boston Tech” until the campus
moved across the Charles River to Cambridge in 1916.
8vo, orig. printed wrappers (inner hinges neatly reinforced). 36 pp.
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ONE OF THE LARGEST METAL
CEILING CATALOGUES
I HAVE EVER SEEN
225. WHEELING CORRUGATING CO. Wheeling Ceilings.
Catalogue No. 310. Wheeling, West Virginia, 1910
$400.00
A behemoth of a catalogue, oblong folio, 218+22 pages. These
were high quality ceilings; they featured “re-pressed bead
joints and die-cut nail holes...These improvements enable the
sheet metal worker to do first class ceiling work at a large
saving of cost and annoyance; and to the architect and owner
they are a guarantee that the erected ceiling will be free from
open joints, the fault so common to the unpressed and old style
beads.” Fifteen of the preliminary plates are halftones
showings ceilings installed in public or large commercial
buildings. This was an expensive catalogue to produce; the
paper is high quality and the halftones are very sharp and very
fine screen. Not in OCLC.
Oblong folio (9 ½ x 12"), orig. stiff wraps, cloth spine; title deeply embossed
on upper cover. xxii+218 pp., many hundreds of halftones. On page 194 a
cancel halftone has been pasted over. Printed by Edward Stern & Co.,
Philadelphia and NY. Very slight trace of old water stain in upper outer
coroner of last six or so leaves; else a fine copy.
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HIGH QUALITY STEEL CEILINGS
226. WHEELING CORRUGATING CO. Wheeling Steel
Ceilings. New York Stock. Catalogue no. 500. Long Island City, N.
Y., Van Dam St. & Nelson Ave., N.d. [ca. 1910-1915]
$400.00
Fine large format catalogue with very sharp halftones. These
were high quality ceilings; they featured “Re-pressed bead
joints and die-cut nail holes...These improvements enable the
sheet metal worker to do first class ceiling work at a large
saving of cost and annoyance; and to the architect and owner
they are a guarantee that the erected ceiling will be free from
open joints, the fault so common to the unpressed and old-style
beads.” Gives complete directions for installing. An unusual
feature I have seen in very few trade catalogues: in three cases
small halftones with captions have been tipped-on to indicate
replacements or additions. (These would have been
incorporated into the next printed edition). OCLC locates one
copy in Canada (CCA); no copies in America.
Oblong small folio (9 ¼ x 12"), orig. stiff printed wraps. 54 pp with several
hundred halftones. Frontisp photo is a view of the factory/warehouse in
Long Island City. Excellent copy.
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A RARE ILLUSTRATED ESSAY ON
IMPROVED HOUSING FOR THE
LABORING CLASSES
227. WHITE, ALFRED TREADWAY. Improved Dwellings for
the Laboring Classes. The need, and the way to meet it on strict
commercial principles, in New York and other cities. New York: G.
P. Putnam’s Sons, 1879
$450.00
After a long preamble on mortality rates and public health,
White gets to the ma�er of the ‘ideal’ dwellings; they were a
group of row houses in Brooklyn. They are illustrated in a plan
of one house on p. 15; also in a folding plan inside the rear cover
which states they were located on Hicks Street, Brooklyn
between Warren and Baltic Streets (and also in perspective
view on the long fold-out plan which serves as frontispiece).
The houses fronting on Warren Place were 11 ½ feet wide and
32 feet deep. The cost of the six-room houses was a li�le under
$1100 each. White discusses the work of Octvia Hill of London,
a housing reformer, and discusses similar efforts in New York.
Rare; OCLC locates just four copies (Brooklyn Hist Soc; NYU;
MIT; and UTexas. Hitchcock 1386.
8vo, orig. printed wrappers. (ii)+45 pp with 1 text illus and folding frontisp
and final plate at the rear. Spine has been neatly repaired with matching
paper; else an excellent copy.
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228. WILDE, EDWARD SEYMOUR. The New York City Hall...
New York, 1893
$125.00
This is an interesting item from a bibliographical point of view.
Hitchcock 1408 lists it. He states “It was reprinted from the
Century Magazine of April 1884.” But in fact if you check OCLC
you will find five entries for it and all give the same pagination
(865-872). Most of them are electronic copies. None of them
have the pagination of [7] or [8] pages - which would have had
if it were a proper offprint or a proper reprint.
The text is quite well wri�en and is concerned solely
with the architecture of this, the major building designed by
architect John McComb (1763-1853). It is well illustrated with
reproductions of fine pen drawings. Includes perspective
views, an elevation and plan, several details, and a portrait of
McComb.
8vo, removed. Housed in a protective mylar report cover with stiff spine
sleeve. Pages 865-872 with 12 illus.
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“ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
EXAMPLES OF MODERN
ARCHITECTURE IN ENGLAND”
229. WILLIAMS, SIR OWEN (Structural Engineer). New
Factory for Messrs. Boots, Ltd., No�ingham. Hull: G. & T. Earle
Ltd, [ca. 1932]
$300.00
A separately paginated reprint from Concrete and Constructional
Engineering. “Among the most important examples of modern
architecture in England are the early works of a structural
engineer, Sir Owen Williams (b.1890), of which the most
notable are the large factory for Boots the Chemists, at Beeston,
near No�ingham, completed in 1932.” - W. Pehnt (ed),
Encyclopedia of Modern Architecture, p. 134. The factory was built
of reinforced concrete with glass walls and shows the influence
of the Bauhaus at Dessau. The building achieved international
recognition and was listed in 1971. It is the earliest use of such
a structural system in large scale industrial building in
England.
8vo, orig. printed wrappers. Printed t.p. and 16 pp with 8 halftones and 4
large measured drawings (one double-p).
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“AN IMPRESSIVE VICTORIAN
OBJECT”
230. WITHERS, FREDERICK CLARKE. Church architecture.
Plans, elevations and views of twenty-one churches and two school
houses. Photo-lithographed from original drawings. New York: A. J.
Bicknell and Co., 1873
$1250.00
Only edition and a nice clean copy in the original publisher’s
gilt decorated binding. One of the highlights of 19th century
American architectural literature. It has been given an extended
analysis in F. R. Kowsky’s Frederick Clarke Withers:...it was “an
impressive Victorian object; a contemporary reviewer said the
typography was ‘unexcelled, if not unequaled, by any similar
work’ yet produced in America. In it the author illustrated his
church designs from 1857-1873... Addressed to the serious
layman as well as to the builder, Church Architecture
demonstrated a degree of professionalism li�le known in
American architectural publications until the appearance of The
American Architect and Building News in 1876. Intended for the
drawing room table as well as the library, Church architecture
was among the first American works on architecture to be
considered elegant literature”. (pp. 98-100). Hitchcock 1414.
Large folio, orig. dec. green cloth, large gilt die stamp on upper cover. xxii
pp. with 51 litho plates each with an illus. leaf of le�erpress and 8 pages of
illus. ads. The plates are signed ‘Julius Bien Photo-lith.’ T.p. in red and black.
Hinges have been neatly mended; inner hinges reinforced. An excellent
copy.
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IRON STRUCTURAL MEMBERS AND
FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION
231. WOODBURY, C. J. H. The fire protection of mills; and
construction of mill floors containing tests of full size wood mill
columns. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1882
$350.00
First edition. An uncommon book, not in Hitchcock. A work of
particular relevance to the history of modern industrial and
commercial architecture insofar as it is concerned with iron
structural members and fireproof construction. The author, an
engineer and inspector for the Factory Mutual Fire Insurance
Companies, seems to have known every major mill in New
England. American published material on the architecture and
construction of mills and factories before 1895 is rare
(Hitchcock lists one item), yet as James Marston Fitch has
pointed out “all major advances in building technology were to
be based upon the factory; as a new building type, the factory
was often to establish new standards for the building field.”
(American Building, p. 51). The chapters on mill building
describe in detail the “slow-burning” method of construction
and illustrate several fire-proof columns of cast iron and wood,
devised by the important architect Peter B. Wight, known for
his part in the development of the tall building in Chicago (and
on whom see the Macmillan Encyclopedia).
8vo, orig. cloth. x+196+16 pp. with 42 wood-engr. illus. Old bookplate. Small
chip at the top of spine; in custom-made mylar dust wrapper. Old
rubberstamp on blank front fly; otherwise not marked.
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FINE COPY OF AN
AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL
COLOR PLATE BOOK
232. WOODWARD, GEORGE E. (Publisher). Rural church
architecture, comprising a series of designs for churches, exemplified
in plans, elevations, sections, and details by Upjohn, Renwick,
Wheeler, Wells, Austin, Stone, Cleveland, Backus, Reeve, etc. etc.
New York: George E. Woodward, n.d. [ca. 1869]
$3500.00
A rare and stunning book, with 45 folio plates of which 25 are
in color. This is in fact a re-issue of A book of plans for churches and
parsonages issued by the General Convention of Congregational
Churches in the US in New York in 1853 (Hitchcock 282). That
work was published by Daniel Burgess & Co; it had 58 pages of
le�erpress and 45 lithographic plates. There must have been a
few sets of the plates left over which passed into the hands of
Woodward; he simply printed a new title page circa 1870 (and
it looks it; both the paper and the typography are different from
the plates which were printed in 1853) and issued the book
without text. This is Hitchcock 1416; it is the first copy I have
ever owned (in 50 years). Aside from a few spots in the blank
margins of one or two plates this is a fine copy. OCLC locates a
number of copies in libraries, but the work is really rare in the
marketplace.
These fine color plates are stylistically backward looking
rather than forward looking, and the book as a whole is more
redolent of ca. 1850 rather than 1869.

Oblong folio, orig. green pa�erned cloth, titled in gilt on cover within a
cartouche: Church Architecture. T.p. and 45 plates showing 18 designs (of
which 20 are plans and 25 color lithos, either elevations or perspective
views).

CHARLES WOOD RARE BOOKS

FLW’S ARCHITECTURAL
PHILOSOPHY
233. WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD. “In the Cause of Architecture:
the work of Frank Lloyd Wright” (in) The Architectural Record,
Vol XXIII, No. 3., March 1908
$350.00
First edition of just about the earliest statement of Wright’s
architectural philosophy, followed by 56 pages of illustrations,
containing 86 halftones. These halftones include many
buildings which were later destroyed; they deserve comparison
with the 1911 Ausge�urte Bauten picture book. The present
essay was also issued as an offprint and was reprinted in 1975.
It is one of his most famous polemics. Sweeney 85.
8vo, old half black polished calf spine & corners; cloth sides. This is the entire
vol 23 for 1908. 508 pp., profusely illus. The Wright essay occupies pages
155-221. Hinges rubbed but sound.
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SECOND EDITION OF THE
‘WASMUTH PORTFOLIO’
234. WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD. Ausgefuhrte Bauten unt
Entwurfe. Berlin: Ernst Wasmuth, [1923-24]
$7500.00
Originally published 1910, this was perhaps the greatest
architectural publication of the 20th century. This is the second
undated German edition published in somewhat smaller
format than the 1910 original. The 100 plates are kept in their
original sequence, but they are reduced to 48.2 by 32.5 cm. They
are uniformly printed on cream colored coated stock. The text
and list of plates are printed on unbound sheets, folded once
(36.2 by 26.5 cm, 31 pp). In this copy the text is in German.
There is only a single portfolio instead of two as in the original
edition. The portfolio is gray paper over boards with cloth at
the hinges and the title is printed horizontally in dark red on
the cover. A copy with general wear sold for $9900 at auction in
New York on 10 March 1989. Copies of the original 1910 edition
now bring about $100,000. Our copy is in fine condition and
absolutely complete. Sweeney 87.
“Ausge�urte Bauten presents the work of an architect
who had been carrying on a rich and revolutionary practice for
almost twenty years. It is a record of work accomplished.
Words and images are separated. One may read the
introduction or not. I suspect that most Europeans at the time
merely skimmed it, since its message would have been familiar
enough to them from the European criticism which they
already knew. A�ention is focused on the drawings...[the
portfolio] remains unique. It shapes a noble vision,

commemorates it, and gets close to the dream. - Vincent Scully,
Rizzoli reprint of 1986, page 5. Avery’s Choice (1997), 391.
Folio, original printed boards as described above; with the original cloth
spine and flaps; the ties are original. 30 pp of text and 100 plates. The text,
plates, and portfolio are in fine condition.

CHARLES WOOD RARE BOOKS

PERIOD PHOTOS OF THE
NEWLY-COMPLETED JOHNSON WAX
BUILDING
235. WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD. Group of six glossy
photographs of the Johnson Wax Building, Racine, Wisconsin. ca.
1950
$250.00
A fine group of five exterior and one interior photos of this
major work by Wright. The one photo which gives a good
indication of the date is a view of the Research Tower; it was
completed about 1950. Another indication of the date is given
in the one interior view; it shows three women, one of which
can be dated to about 1950 as indicted by her dress length. The
one interior photo is a view down a long covered walkway with
a segmental glass (?) roof. They were made by the Photographic
Dept of the Johnson Company as indicated by two
rubberstamps on the backs. The negative numbers are wri�en
on the backs. Condition is perfect.
6 glossy silver prints. Paper size 8 x 10"; image size 9 x 7 ¼".
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A RARE BROCHURE FOR THE
IMPERIAL HOTEL
236. [WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD]. Imperial Hotel, Tokyo,
Japan. [Tokyo, n.d. (ca. 1950)]
$275.00
There were a number of brochures done for the Imperial Hotel
during its long life. This is one I have never seen before. It is
titled in English as above on the front cover; in Japanese on the
rear cover. Each of the illustrations has a caption in English;
everything else is in Japanese. It is 8 pages with 8 illustrations,
reproductions of water colors. They are captioned as follows:
Peacock Alley; Main Banquet Hall; Main Dining Room; South
Court Garden and Piazzas; A Bedroom; and Front Lobby. The
only illustration which includes any identifiable FLW furniture
is the Main Banquet Hall which shows the famous diamondbacked side chairs which Wright designed for the Imperial
Hotel. All the other furniture looks to me like 1950s. Hence my
date of ca. 1950.
Sm. 8vo, 8 pages pamphlet saddle stitched with 2 staples. Printed in color
halftone throughout. Excellent condition.
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VERY RARE SAMPLE BOOK OF
FLW-DESIGNED WALL PAPERS AND FABRICS
237. (WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD). A collection of wall
coverings, companion fabrics and borders. Frank Lloyd Wright.
Schumacher. [Newark, Delaware, n.d. [1986]
$1250.00
The best-known Frank Lloyd Wright/Schumacher sample book
of wallpapers and fabrics, even though it is and always has
been extremely rare, was issued in 1955. Almost thirty years
after Wright’s death in 1959 1986 - Schumacher revived and
expanded this line in the form
of a three-volume quarto set of
samples in slipcase: “Prints”,
“W o v e n s ” a n d “ Wa l l coverings.” (See next item).
Offered here is the larger folio
version in a single volume of
wall coverings with companion
fabrics and borders. This is
extremely rare; it is not in
OCLC and I have never seen a
copy before.
There is much reference
literature on the Wright/
Schumacher collaboration of 1955. See, for example, David
Hanks, The decorative designs of Frank Lloyd Wright, (1979), pp.
217-219. Also: R. L. Sweeney, Frank Lloyd Wright an annotated

bibliography (1978), no. 1148. But of the present 1986 sample
book I can find no record. This copy is complete with the
original carrying handle and is complete with all paper and
fabric samples with just one exception: on the final page there is
a description of the “Schumawall Heavy Liner - the heavy duty
liner designed to bridge over problem areas.” There was
originally a mounted sample of this Shumway Liner material
but it has been removed. Also,
at the bo�om of the same last
page a printed notice which had
been placed there when the
volume was new has been
removed. Priced Accordingly.
Folio (17 ½ x 14"), orig. cloth with
carrying handle affixed to the spine. 71
pages; the recto of each page is a large
repeat of a wallpaper; the verso of the
same page is printed info regarding
the sample on the reverse. Most of
these wallpaper samples have bound
in facing them the companion fabric
samples and some also have borders.
There are a total of about 42 fabric
samples and 23 border samples in
addition to the 71 full-page wallpaper samples. There is one further minor
defect: the front cover originally had a color reproduction of a FLW drawing
affixed to it; this has been ripped off leaving an unpleasant “scar.” Still, a very
rare and desirable artifact.
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SAMPLE BOOK OF WALL
COVERINGS DESIGNED BY
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
238. [WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD]. Wallcoverings. F. Schumacher & Co., N.d. [1986]
$400.00
This was originally issued as part of a three-volume set
published by Schumacher showing samples of fabric prints,
wallcoverings and woven fabrics. A few explanatory details on
the three volumes can be found in the OCLC entry (which
locates only one set: Avery Library). The date of 1986 is
supplied by OCLC. A good account of Schumacher & Co. and
their relationship with FLW is given by David Hanks, The
decorative designs of Frank Lloyd Wright (1979), pp. 217-219. The
major and most valuable Schumacher catalogue of FLW
designed fabrics and wallpapers (the ‘Taiesin Line’) was
published in 1955; it is and always has been quite rare. The
volume on offer here has some clips and lacunae and is priced
accordingly. But in general, it is a fine copy and is rare. See
Sweeney 1148.
Small folio (12 x 9"), publisher’s black color printed buckram and spine; two
steel pins as bindings. 12 ff (24 pp) preliminary section of text. 71 pp of
specifications, mostly with one or two or three samples of wallpapers.
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MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR FLW’S
THIRD WIFE, OLGIVANNA
239. WRIGHT, OLGIVANNA LLOYD. [Memorial Service
Program]. Sco�sdale, Arizona, 2 March 1985
$175.00
She was the third wife and collaborator of Frank Lloyd Wright,
born Olga Ivanova Lazovic (1897-1985); she ran the
architectural community of Taliesin after her husband’s death,
until shortly before her own from pneumonia complications.
Both a dancer and composer her Andante from Sonata no. 3
was one of three songs performed at her memorial service as
per this program. The cover is decorated with Wright’s
characteristic square (in this case not red but gold) on the lower
right corner of the cover.
Sm. 8vo cardstock (7x5"), folded with front panel printed with OLW’s name
and the square logo in gold. Contents desktop printed to folded sheet, laid
in-loose with program of music and readings on first page; lyrics on pp. 2-3.
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THE COPY OF JAMES B. FRANCIS
240. WRIGHT, WILLIAM H. A brief practical treatise on
mortars: with an account of the processes employed at the Public
Works in Boston harbor. Boston: William D. Ticknor & Co., 1845
$500.00
First edition, a very uncommon book. The author was a
lieutenant in the U. S. Corps of Engineers; the book was wri�en
based on his experiences working on Fort Warren in Boston
harbor. The fine folding plates, which were drawn by Lieut. H.
L. Eustis, include views of bridge piers, flare kilns, a Yorkshire
kiln, a cement kiln at Sheerness Dock Yard, a furnace for
calcining clay, stone-cu�ers tools, a plan and section of the
smaller mortar mill at Fort Warren, a mortar cart, etc.
This copy has a notable provenance; it was signed on the
front fly “J. B. Francis” - this was James B. Francis (1815-1892).
A noted civil engineer, he did independent research on the
strength of materials and on the flow of water. There is much
reference literature on him; as a starting point see the DAB.
Small 8vo, orig. cloth, viii+148 pp. with 7 fdg. litho plates. Ex-lib., old
bookplate and embossed stamp; small chips in head of spine; front hinge
cracked. Still, a good clean and crisp copy.
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PATTERN BOOK OF GARDEN
FOLLIES
241. WRIGHTE, WILLIAM. Grotesque architecture; or, rural
amusement; consisting of plans, elevations, and sections for huts,
retreats, etc. A new edition. London: J. Taylor, 1802
$850.00
First published in 1767, this is an immensely charming pa�ern
book. Eileen Harris comments: “Although lacking Thomas
Wright’s inventive genius, William Wrighte’s collection of
grotesque follies - mosques, hermitages, and the like, built of
rustic materials, moss, branches, roots, thatch, even wool, - had
far greater impact, being the only pa�ern book on the subject
that was readily available and easily manageable, which
Thomas Wrighte’s books certainly were not.” Contains designs
for huts, retreats, summer and winter hermitages, terminaries,
Chinese, Gothic and natural gro�os, cascades, baths, mosques,
moresque pavilions, grotesque and rustic seats, green houses,
etc. many of which may be executed with flints, irregular
stones, rude branches and roots of trees. This was a long
popular book; it was kept in print until at least 1815. Harris,
BABW, 954. Colvin, p. 934. Berlin Catalogue 3420.
Schimmelmann 147. Eustis, European pleasure gardens, p. 80
(illus).
8vo, orig. blue sugar paper wrappers. 8+(viii) pp with engr. frontisp. and 28
engr. plates. Final 8 pages are a catalogue of Taylor’s publications.
Untrimmed copy, stitched as issued. Spine covering mostly perished; occas.
spots of light foxing but a nice and completely honest copy.
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NUTS, BOLTS, SASHBARS AND GLASS
“A PAPER OF GREAT VALUE” GEORGE F. CHADWICK
242. WYATT, M. DIGBY. On the Construction of the Building for
the Exhibition of the Works of Industry of all Nations in 1851.
[London: Minutes of the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil
Engineers...Vol X, Session 1850-51, [London, 1851]
$950.00
First and only [as far as I can determine] edition. George F.
Chadwick, in The Works of Sir Joseph Paxton 1803-1865 (1961)
stated of this work: “A paper of great value, although its tone is
remarkable for the fulsomeness of its compliment to William
Cubi� at the expense of both Paxton and Charles Fox.”- (p. 268).
OCLC locates exactly one copy (V&A) with the note: “Excerpt
Minutes of Proceedings, vol X, of the Institute of Civil
Engineers. Bound in brown wrappers with title printed on
upper wrapper. Illustrated throughout by wood-engravings of
the construction of the building...The paper which describes the
technical construction of the Crystal Palace, was first discussed
at a meeting of the Institution of Civil Engineers on 14 January
1851, with the President, William Cubi�, in the chair...”
Section headings: The requisites of the building;
Principles of the proposed plans; Description of the site;
Requisites finally assumed; The design of the present building;
Area covered; The general features of the design; The drainage;
The flooring; The foundation and base-plates; The columns and
connecting pieces; The galleries; The sashes; The transit roofing,
the “Paxton” roofing; The glazing machines...Conclusion. The
text is illustrated with 49 woodcuts and 1 folding steel-

engraving. Ma�hew Digby Wya� (1820-77) is included in the
Macmillan Encyclopedia of Architects with the comment: “He was
involved in the construction of Joseph Paxton’s Great Exhibition
building (1851) and its subsequent reelection at Sydenham.”
Very rare.
8vo, orig. brown paper wrappers with title on a contemporary printed paper
slip on upper wrapper. Title page and pp. 127-192 with 49 woodcuts in the
text and fdg. steel engr plate published by Ackermann, 1850. Excellent copy
preserved in a folding back box with Morocco spine label.
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243. WYMAN, MORRILL. A practical treatise on ventilation.
Boston: James Munroe & Co., 1846
$300.00
First and only edition. This is an original American work and
not a reprint of a British book. Chapters on vitiated air, of
preventing and removing impurities of the air, moving power
for ventilation, quantity of air, of the ventilation of public
buildings, ventilation of prisons and hospitals, ventilation of
dwelling houses, ventilation of ships, anatomical rooms,
chimney tops, turn-caps and ventilators, drainage, etc.
Hitchcock 1452 locating only one copy. NUC locates five copies
(Columbia, Yale, Hagley, Bost Athen., and Harvard).
8vo, orig. blindstamped cloth. xvi+419 pp. with 78 wood-engr. illus. Remains
of a small paper sticker on spine but not an ex-library copy. A very good
copy.
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RADICALLY INVENTIVE MANNERISM
A SPECTACULAR BOOK
244. ZANOTTI, GIAMPIETRO. Le pi�ure di Pellegrino Tibaldi
di Niccolo Abbati esistenti nell’Intituto di Bologna. Venice: G. B.
Pasquali, 1756
$3850.00
First edition, a fine clean copy. Pellegrino Tibaldi
(1527-1596) was “among the most radically
inventive and influential mannerist architects
practicing in northern Italy.”- Macmillan Encyc. of
architects, IV, 214. The present work illustrates, in
highly dramatic engravings, his frescoes in several
buildings in Bologna. The frontispiece is an
allegorical figure of Bologna, a fetching, idealized
female beauty, engraved by Crivellari after More�i.
The fine title vigne�e enframes a distant view of
Bologna. The headpieces, tailpieces and initials
continue the theme of “Bologna” showing exterior
and interior views of buildings by Tibaldi. A most
a�ractive and dramatic book. Cicognara 3464.
Berlin Catalogue 4080. Millard, Italian, 168,
illustrated (and with long description of the
engraved decorations but strangely with no note).
Large folio (22 x 16"), orig. mo�led paper covered boards,
expertly rehinged a long time ago. (vi)+45+1 pp with engr.
frontisp., engr. t.p. with vigne�e, 2 large portraits (Benedict
XIV and Pellegrino Tibaldi) and 41 plates, plus 6 large pictorial
initials, 6 headpieces and 6+1 tailpieces. Small piece (1 x 1.5")
torn out of blank margin of pl. 21; else a fine clean copy.
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